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TH E MEDIUMS OF BOSTON.

A  R E M A R K A B L E  S IT T IN G .— T H E  IN V E S T IG A T O R  IS  C O N F R O N T 

E D  S f lT H  S T R A N G E  B U T  T R U E  C O M M U N IC A T IO N S.—  H IS  P A S T  

L I F E  IS  M IR R O R E D  T O  H IM  F A I T H F U L L Y  B V  T H E  M E D IU M .—  

H IS  OWN IM P R E S S IO N S  O F T H E  S E A N C E .— IF  N O T S P I R I T  

IN F L U E N C E , W H A T  T H E N  ?

MRS. C. H. W ILD ES.
TSuppose an individual should say , “  I will becom e a candid  investigator 

o f Sp iritualism , and visit the prom inent »pintual m edium s o f lio a to n  for 
th is p u rp o s e ,"— w hat would be the resu ltr W e thought this would be an 
interesting record, and shall present such an experien ce. T h ese  articles 
w ill be continued ; but each  is com plete in itself, and deals with one m edi
um . T h e  investigator at all tim es p laces him self in that “  condition ”  su p 
posed  to be favorable to the best results. T h e  experien ce is genuine, and 
is truthfully re lated . E d . |

A s t h e  readers of The Scientist will have learned from the 
a V  perusal of my last two articles, my experience with some 
of our noted mediums was not such as would afford any 
grbund for a powerful argument against those who insist on 
regarding Spiritualism and its agents with skeptical unbelief. 
But if I understood my errand rightly, I was not expected to 
bring back from my visits wonderful narratives of unaccount
able occurrences, unless I was indeed the witness of them. 
I have borne my testimony thus far, or at least such has been 
my endeavor, with a strict regard for the interests of truth 
and impartiality. In now laying before the public an account 
of what to me seems a most remarkable seance, I hope that 
the manner in which 1 shall do it will be equally free from 
anything like an exaggeration or depreciation of facts.

Mrs. C. H. Wildes, whose rooms are at No. 21 Hayward 
Place, a secluded, and yet tolerably well-known nook, off the 
busy main thoroughfare of Washington Street, is a lady of 
apparently middle age, of full habit, medium stature, and 
pleasing carriage. She had recently suffered from sickness, 
on the morning when I called, and probably this gave to her 
face a careworn expression which I should hardly think was 
usual, though I had never seen her before. In a light and 
cheerful apartment, overlooking the place, she receives her 
visitors. I found no fewer than four persons waiting in the 
anteroom, for an audience. They were all ladies, two of

them elderly, and two younger, but still not young ; and three 
of them were clad in mourning, 1 noticed. I waited nearly 
an hour and a half before my turn came, and even then I took 
precedence of one lady who had called before me.

I opened the conversation by saying that I had no particu
lar business on which I wished to consult her, but desired to 
have a sitting, and see what communications would be the 
result

“ Oh, well,” answered Mrs. Wildes, “ it would be useless 
your telling me what you wanted, because 1 go into a deep 
sleep, and am not conscious what I say, and have no control 
over myself at all as to what 1 shall speak about or how 
much, or how little.”

This is in contrast with some of the mediums previously 
dealt with, who prefaced the seance by asking what was the 
nature of the sitting I required,—notably Mrs. Wells, the 
subject of my last article.

In a short time 1 observed indications that Mrs. Wildes 
was passing under control, and the manner of this act was 
quite different from anything of the kind which 1 have ob
served, heretofore, in my sittings with other mediums. The 
eyes were not at once closed, but took 00 a sleepy, overcome 
look, such as you may imagine in the case of a person 
drugged with a powerlul opiate, and vainly essaying to resist 
its sleep-inducing power. It was not until two or three min
utes had passed that the eyes were fully closed, and in the 
meantime the medium made one or two incoherent and 
rambling remarks, such as a person might be expected to 
make in that condition commonly styled half-awake. Here is 
a specimen remark : “  Yes, I’ve seen some of your folks be
fore,” and again, “ It is far away, far away.”  both vacant, 
meaningless expressions. Then, when the eyes closed, the 
breath came thick and long, as if indeed a deep sleep had 
taken possession of the body. So far as my observations, 
close and curious, will enable me to speak, I am decidedly of 
opinion that there was no simulation of a trance here ; a con
trol, such as an ordinary person is not accustomed to, did, I 
feel satisfied, exist over the medium. The movements were 
far too natural, and the appearance of the face and tone and 
manner of conversation far too strange, and at the same time 
well-sustained and consistent, to admit of explanation as a 
piece of deceit; the highest achievements, in the way of 
personation by our greatest actors, would not rival so con
summate a piece of acting, if acting it was. At the same 
time do not understand me as asserting dogmatically that the 
coatrolling influence was spiritual, in the sense which the me
dium herself believes it to be. and a* 1 doubt not sincerely. 
Judge of that for yourself. And what does Mrs. Wildes be
lieve to be the nature of her powers } She says that all her 
li e the has been subject to “  impressions ” and “  influences."
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and for ten years has been guided by a hat she calls “ t  most 
faithful Indian spirit.” by whom, as she says, she has never 
been misled in her utterances.

And now let me come to the task of describing what, under 
the influence of this spirit, or some other influence, not com
monly recognized and understood among mankind, the medi
um said to the writer.

“  Where you come from ’fore you come here ? ’’ were the 
first words. 1 hesitated in giving a reply, averse to helping 
the medium in any way. “  I see big waters between you and 
your friends,” continued the medium, without waiting for an 
answer.

Then she went on and described the kind of city from 
which I came, its characteristic features, and the home I used 
to have in it—all correctly, but without giving the name, 
which, in reply to the question, once or twice repeated, “ What 
you call the name of that city ? ”  I gave.

“ Yes, yes, that's it, that’s it,”  returned the medium, in the 
same tone that you would speak if some one feave you the 
same of a place which had been at your tongue’s end all the 
•line.

“ You are not strong, Chief,—know that?” was the next 
query. I replied that 1 did. “  You're a strong medium your
self, Chief,—know that ? ” was the next statement.

Then there was a pause of perhaps three minutes, during 
which nothing more was said, and then the medium appeared 
as if seised with a sudden and new influence. Her hands 
were thrown forward into beckoning attitudes, and then made 
motions for a pencil and paper. I searched my pockets in 
vain. Then, stretching out her hand to me to come nearer, 
the medium held my right hand with her left, and traced, with 
her right hand, five letters, one after another, pronouncing 
aloud each as she did so. which together make up the name 
of a beloved sister of the writer, who passed from earth 
scenes some eight vears ago.

“  Is my sister present ?”  I asked.
“ Um! Um ! ”  responded the medium, which I took to 

mean “ Yes.”
“  Have you ever been present with me before ? ”  I asked.
The reply was most remarkable, because it exactly corre

sponds srith a fact which I well remember. It was as follows:
“  Yes, I was with you when you went to sit for your por

trait, away down here [the hand of the medium pointed in the 
direction of the Old South Church l  and tried to give you a 
spirit portrait, but only gave a faint impression. Do you 
know where 1 mean ? ” 1 replied that I did. Here let me say 
that a year or more since 1 aid sit for a portrait at Hazleton’s 
studio, No. 14a Washington Street, under the direction of 
Mr. Charles Foster, the medium, then staying at the Parker 
House, and the faint impression of a child’s face is upon the 
card. It is very faint, too faint for me to attempt to identify 
it  The medium proceeded to say that my sister was very 
like me as she appeared to her, but with golden, shining ring
lets,— which precisely describes her appearance in life. 
“  There is a lock of it cut off” added the medium, “  and tied 
around srith a ribbon, which you keep.” This is an actual 
fact, except that the severed lock is in the possession of my 
mother, and not in mine. With a promise to give me at some 
time in the future a better picture, my sister’s communications 
ceased.

Again there was a silence of two or three minutes, and then 
the medium, with great vehemence of manner, seized my 
hand as before, and traced out, spelling aloud as she did so, 
the full name—not only the Christian name, but the surname— 
of my aunt, “  Mary B*****.”  1 have indicated the number of 
letters in her surname, and I should add that it is a very pe
culiar name, of foreign origin,—so peculiar, that I have yet to 
meet with a person bearing it in this country. The medium 
described her appearance, and correctly, and closed with this 
statement: “ She looks verv like that old daguerreotype pir- 
trait which hangs up over the mantlepiece at home, this after
noon.” There is such a daguerreotype hanging in the place 
indicated in this statement I asked her how long she had 
been in the spirit world, and the reply was, “ Nearly fifteen 
years,” which is the fact I then asked her if she had ever 
been srith me before. The reply was in the affirmative. I 
asked, where ? Again, taking my hand, the medium traced 
out the words, “ Dover Street.” Readers of these articles 
will remember that Miss Nickerson, whose residence was on 
Dover Street named this same aunt as being present and 
minutely described her. 1 must not omit to mention that both 
my sister and aunt through the medium, addressed me in my 
correct Christian name, and my sister called me by an endear
ing abbreviation of my name, and spoke of herself with a 
similar abbreviated name by which her brothers and sisters 
were wont to call her when she was with us.

I now ssked if any other spirit friends of mine were pres
ent, and was told that there was one who departed life very 

The medium described his appearance, which

The remainder of the seance the medium occupied by tell
ing me, with astounding accuracy, the general outline of my 
past and recent life-experience, so as to forcibly put me in 
mind of that utterance of the Samaritan woman who was told 
“  all things ever she did.” I need not point out to the reader 
the inconvenience of my detailing this portion of the seance, 
nor is it necessary for me to declare to them all the medium’s 
predictions for my future, as they would scarcely help them 

) to determine how genuine the mediumistic power of Mrs.
| Wildes is.

Briefly to review the results of this sitting, I think that it 
is impossible to regard it as anything less than a very weighty 
piece of evidence to the truth of spiritualist claims considered 
in the abstract; by which I mean, considered as allegations of 
a power resident in certain persons, called mediums, to divine 
the past, communicate with intelligent beings, to our dull 
senses unperceived, and to read the present and future with 
clairvoyant or prophetic eye. It does not at all follow, 

j  though", that every alleged medium is in reality the repository 
[ of such a po^er, and 1 am convinced that some I have visited 

are not But there is, to my mind, no escape, on the facts 
above stated, from the conclusion that 1 was, through Mrs. 
Wilde’s agency or medinmship, brought into contact with the J  spirit world, and did, in deed and in truth, receive from it 

| communications of unquestionable genuineness. If any of 
my readers think this conclusion unwarranted, I shall be glad 
to have the sitting interpreted to me in accordance with some 
other theory. D io g e n e s .

“ T H E  M ED IU M S OF BOSTON.”
To the E d ito r  o f  the S p ir itu a l S c ie n tis t:—

Permit me to congratulate you on the spirit of fairness and 
candor that prompts you to admit the communications of 
“  Diogenes ” to a place in your columns. I do not felicitate 
either you, myself, or the cause of Spiritualism, in the char
acteristic of mediumship described by the said “  Diogenes,” 
but I do rejoice that at last one journal, whose editor is an 
avowed Spiritualist, has proved himself possessed of honesty, 
courage, and candor enough to give publicity to that which is 
not Spiritualism, but a miserable attempt to imitate it for the 
sake of establishing a renumerative calling. Up to the time 
when 1 denounced “ social freedom ” as an abominable fun
gus, fastened without cause or warranty [on the pure soil of 
Spiritualism, 1 was “ a noble worker,”  “ a glorious sister,”  
“ an apostle,” “ a chosen vessel,” “ a shining light,’*’ & c., 
among Spiritualists ; but when I began to write and preach 
in denunciatory terms of the attempts of sensualism to fas
ten its loathsome hobby on to the great car of Spiritualism,
1 became a “ fogy,” “  fossil, played out,”  &c., I knew “ noth
ing of what was transpiring in the great moving world,” where 
“  social freedom ” delights to disport itself. In this last as
sertion my antagonists were profoundly mistaken. I, like

Compare the magnificent results produced at the dark cir
cles of old Jonathan Koons, as described in my own history 
of Modern American Spiritualism, with the equivocal shallow

your correspondent “  Diogenes,” for purposes of my own 
(and purposes belonging to higher intelligences than myself), 
have kept careful and unceasing watch and ward over the 
progress and conduct of the movement called “ Spiritual,” 
and hence I am far better prepared than my said antagonists 
deem me to analyze, and eventually to expose, firmly and un
swervingly, the characteristics of the foul weeds which have 
overgrown the rare crop of spiritual blossoms we once en
joyed, but now, alas ! so seldom even realize a glimpse of. 
Permit me to inform your friend “  Diogenes ”  that the expe
riences which he so graphically details in connection with 
Mrs. S. W. Fletcher and Mrs. £. J. Wells have been mine 
with about two score of “  celebrated ’’ advertising mediums, 
whom, from time to time, I have myself visited in Boston, 
and who have not even had wit or intuition enough to gui 
at tfie character of their visitor. 1 have not called on tht 
persons to “ detect them in fraud,” to “  catch them out," or to 
fortify my own feelings of deep disgust at the cloud of folly 
and imposture that has overspread the once holy communion 
of spirits, with additional evidences of popular deterioration. 
I have made visits to the various public mediums of Boston 
and elsewhere, in the longing, yearning desire to see the true, 
glorious evidences of spiritual telegraphy, which I have so 
often enjoyed in the past, again or still at work. “  Diogenes”  
has given, almost verbatim, in his two last communications, 
the substance of the stuff for which I have now paid out up
wards of fifty dollars, but which I never mean shall cost me 
or any friends I can influence one cent more

less
ese

endorsed as “  transcending all previous marvels," and then 
denounced as bare-faced imposture. Compare the trials and 
tests applied to the poor Foxes, at Rochester, and the flimsy 
talk of “ little Indian girls ’ ’ and “  big braves ” measured out
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at a dollar and a half to-dav, and the most rabid Spiritualists 
among us would come to the conclusion that either the spirits 
or the mediums have fallen from grace, and that the more flour
ishing the trade, the more it savors of the earth earthy, 
and the less of the pretended source in the kpirit world. 
When our spiritual writers wiU exercise as much charity for 
the victims ot wrong doings and imposture as they claim for 
the wrong-doers and impostors themselves,—when mediums 
will let tne spirits do the work instead of trying to help or 
supercede them,—when an im alists will hold meetings, ami 
form societies, and act, preach, and practice as such, and not 
steal the name and fame of Spiritualists to work under, the 
glorious old days of the communion will return.

Spirits have not left us, nor has the mediumistic force 
failed. But good spirits cannot control bad men and women ; 
will not lend their aid to sanction imposture, or endorse 
licentiousness ; and bad spirits are only too glad to act out 
over again bad and impure lives with association with their 
kind on earth.

Such to my mind is the rationaU  qf the present flood of 
folly, imposture, and infamy that is casting its ill odor over 
the fragrant garden of spiritual truth anti purity.

Yours for the better time past, an/l the hope o f the good 
time to come, E mma H a k d in g e  B r it t e n .

K A T IE  KING.
R O B E R T  D A L E  O W E N ’ S L A S T  L E T T E R ,  A N D  A N O T H E R  R E P L Y  

FR O M  G E N . F . J .  L I P P I 1 T .

Th e  following are the essential parts of the last letter from 
Robert Dale Owen, which he writes f.om Philadelphia, 

under date of December 26th. He says,—

nature, or (if she shrinks from giving her name) at least, with- 
out it ?

Whatever the real truth of the matter may be, until these 
questions are satisfactorily answered, many persons, I think, 
will remain unconvinced that the Katie King seen and de
scribed by Mr. Owen and by myself was a living confederate.

“ K A T IE  K IN G ” OF EN G LA N D  AN D  AM ERICA.
T H E  ID E N T IT Y  O F T H E  TW O .—-A N  IN T E R E S T IN G  D ISC U SSIO N .

— T H E  H O L M E S E S  A S  M E D IU M S. 

rPHE Spiritualist newspaper of London, for December 18th, 
1  contains a letter from Robert Dale Owen, written from 
Philadelphia, under date of November 23d, in which he takes 
the ground that the Katie King seen in Philadelphia is the 
same one that manifests in London through Miss Cook. His 
argument, as usual, is supported by his personal experience, 
and he makes a strong case in favor of his assertion. In 
dosing he says,—

Ilut yet it is a great satisfaction to find evidence affording 
fair,and reasonable assurance that a spirit, to whose kind ex
ertions 1 am indebted for such phenomenal attestation of a 
life to come as I never expected to obtain until de. th opened 
my vision, did not deceive me by false representations in re
gard to herself and her antecedents. As one may be called 
upon by affection or gratitude to sustain an earthly friend un
justly suspected of falsehood, so may it become even a 
nigher duty to vindicate the character for veracity of a benefi
cent spirit, to whom one owes obligations that can never lie 
acquitted, and whom one has learned to know and to pfize as 
gilted with the best qualities of the heart

Having publicly expressed my lack of confidence in the 
Holmeses, I conceive that I have done all that can be proper
ly required of me in the premises. I accuse not, nor de
nounce : able to give no testimony which 1 think would avail 
as legal proof. (Tommon report seems to have settled* down 
on a certain young widow, named White, as the confederate, 
if confederate there was. But 1 have never seen Mrs. White 
to recognize her, unless it was through the cabinet aperture. 
The gentleman who informed me of his reasons for believing 
in a false impersonation did not mention her name. Then, as 
you justly remind me, I have hearsay evidence only for the 
affair of the altered checks. I admit, further, that you are 
right in saying that “ this class of manifestations depends not 
on moral, out on physical conditions only ” in the mediums. 
Middleton, in his celebrated “ Enquiry,” speaking of the 
spiritual gifts which are said to have shown themselves 
throughout the early centuries of the Christian Church, says 
(page 25), that these were often committed, not to the ablest 
and purest champions of the Church, but “ to boys, to women, 
and, above all, to private and obscure laymen, not only of an 
inferior, but sometimes, also, of a bad character.” The high
est order of spiritual gifts, however, appear to attach them
selves only to those who are, in a correspondent degree, mor
ally and spiritually elevated. Finally, the accused, as in my 
Tnbune letter I suggested, have not yet bean heard in de
fense, as perhaps they may be, ere long. They still remain in 
the city. Mr. Holmes, writing to me under date of Decem
ber i8tn, says: “ Were the charges against us true, do you 
suppose, for a moment, that I would stay here, and face the 
people night after night, liable at any moment to be arrested 
and locked up ? Does it look like guilt?” Let them have 
fair play, then. The public has been fairly warned, and will 
be on its guard in the future. It these people are sheer im
posters, a few weeks can hardly elapse witnout bringing di
rect detection in the act If they can vindicate themselves, I 
have already said, in my letter ot December 10th, that no one 
will rejoice in their vindication more sincerely than I.

Gen. Francis J. Lippitt, who has been thoroughly consist
ent in all his statements, replies at length, from Boston, un
der date of December 29th, and makes a summary of the 
ideas expressed in closing, when he says,—

On the whole, as the case now stands, those who take any 
interest in this imbroglio will naturally ask certain questions ; 
as—

1. Why have not Mr. Owen and Dr. Child been brought 
face to face with the alleged confederate ?

2. Who is their unknown informant, who professes to have 
made a discovery of great interest and importance, for which 
all lovers of truth, skeptics or Spiritualists, must thauk him, 
and who yet declines to disclose his name ?

3. Of what nature were the “ inducements and influences ” 
by which he is stated to have succeeded in obtaining this 
young woman's confession ?

4. Why are the public to learn what facts the young woman 
has confessed only through the statements of a person who 
chooses to keep himself in the dark ? In other words, why 
has not her written confession been published undo her sig-

The editor takes up the question, and asserts that material
ized spirits rarely ever give any good evidence of their iden
tity ; and he says this “ after attending probably two or three 

, hundred seances, altogether, with different voice and material
ization mediums.” The spirits display little mental capacity 
above that of their mediums, and resemble them in this re
spect as strongly as they have done in features. “  None of the 
John and Katie Kings, 'he says, “ have given any informa
tion of a practicable, tangible character.”  “  Did the intelligence 
she [Katie King] displayed, in her conversations with Mr. 
Owen, come from Mr. Holmes, who cau write forcibly and 
intelligibly ? ”

The mediumistic powers of Mr. and Mrs. Holmes are no
ticed as follows:—

The Holmeses are undoubtedly powerful mediums At 
Mrs. Makdougall Gregory's, Mrs. Holmes was once held by 
both hands by Sir William Dunbar, and Mr. Holmes by an
other visitor; about thirty guests were present. Under 
these conditions musical instruments flew all over the room, 
and nearly everybody was fingered about the head by spirit 
hands.

In closing, he says,—
As the whole question of spirit identity is a very difficult 

one. and the weakest link in the chain of* evidence on which 
Spiritualism is established, the attention of all close thinkers 
should be directed to this branch of the subject; the mani
festations are then sure to take a turn in the same direction, 
since at circles spirits try to give manifestations which please 
the sitters.

EN G LISH  NO TES.

The following lines appear in the London Spiritualist, as 
from “ John King,” through the mediumship of Miss 

Showers, some time ago, but now reprinted:—
“ Hast thou not seen the swift-running tide 

Bending with violence the firm gutter side ?
So will those feel who their Saviour neglect—
For them no kind arm will be raised to protect 
Remember thy God in the days of thy youth.
Remember no passion should supersede Truth,
And take heed that wherever thy lot may be cast 
To remember thy God from the first to tne last.*'

Fay, the physical medium, who has been in London during 
the past few months, has left for America. Mrs. Fay remains 
in England.

England is fortunate in possessing, in some of its local me
diums, persons of refihed taste, who give their time 10 the 
manifestations, neither asking nor receiving compensation.

Two bands of spirits who disagree with each other, are trv
ing to communicate through one of the young Indy mediums m 
London. 44 John King” is the leader who is “ out ”  ; his man
ifestations are said to draw vitality from the brain, thereby 
affecting her health.
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fliptORicykL / nd  P h ilo so ph ica l .

STRANGE FORCES IN NATURE. AND THEIR 
RELATION TO THE HEALING ART.

BY GKORGB W. RAINS.
III.

Am o n g  the strange forces may be classed the vital or cell 
force of the physiologists. In the twilight of microscopic 

vision we perceive glimmering points only just emerging into 
indistinct perception from the surrounding transparent liquid; 
these grow, enlarge, become more distinctly visible, until at 
last dearly perceived in their outlying forms. Did they exist 
before being rendered microscopically visible 1 Certainly, 
they existed before, because if a more powerful instrument 
had been employed, they would have been seen earlier. 
Again, dash a beam of electric light through transparent and 
colorless sulphurous acid gas, the beautiful experiment of 
Prof. Tyndall; at first, the tube remains perfectly transparent, 
but after a time the power of the vibratory motion of the 
intense beam of light makes itself known by shaking assun- 
der the compound atoms of the gas. The atoms of oxygen 
and sulphur part company, the oxygen remains invisible as a 
transparent gas, but the atoms of sulphur, a solid, begin to 
gravitate toward each other, collecting into molecules ; these 
becoming large enough to act on the finer rays of light, a 
faint blue sky color makes it appearance within the transpar
ent tube. Presently the color deepens, as the process of 
agglomeration of the particles goes on, and becomes deeply 
blue ; then, the process continuing, a whitish tint becomes 
mingled with the blue ; it increases in depth of color, pre
ponderates over the blue, which, ultimately settling on the 
sides of the glass, reveals to powerful microscopes twilight 
points of matter.

How excessively minute must have been the particles of 
the faint blue haze. Utterly beyond the vision singly of the 
best instrument, even after condensing into the deeply blue, 
or even into the whitish vapor. Thus atoms, molecules, and 
organic cells may exist in the transparent air, far beyond the 
vision of man, aided by all the powers of his transcendent 
Rrt.

The beginning of the organic cell, which is the start of all 
vegetable and animal structures, is a totally invisible point of 
matter, or point of force 1 would prefer to call it, endowed 
with remarkable powers. It is not only able to draw assunder 
the compound atoms of the matter, or pabulum, with which it 
la surrounded, but it possesses the power of selecting, out of 
these divided molecules, such atoms only as it requires both 
of in kind and quantity, uniting them together into new com
binations, which thus form the little masses of matter which, 
in the microscope we recognize as the organic cell. The cell, 
in its simplest existence, is a mere gelatinous mass, composed 
of a certain and large number of atoms of oxygen, hydrogen, 
carbon, and nitrogen, with a very few atoms of iulphur andcarbon, and nitrogen, with a very few atoms of sulphur and 
phosphorous; it has no particular form, but, if left entirely 
free, would generally assume the spheroidal; it has no en
velope, but is endowed with a capability of contraction, and 
has been called sarcode or protoplasm. The atoms are held 
together by unstable chemical affinities, and thus are, like a 
tall tower on a very narrow base, liable at all times to fall 
into smaller masses of component materials ; but the power 
that selected, and lifted the atoms into their places, preserves 
the integrity of the structure, and is called vitality, or cell 
force.

Cells can be thoroughly dried, and so remain for an in
definite time, in some cases, without losing their vitality, as in 
the grains of mummy wheat and peas and certain infusoria. 
Also, certain germs of cells may be exposed to a degree of 
heat above boiling water, and still survive ; or, in numerous 
cases, may be frozen with impunity. If a cell be exposed to 
the action of carbolic acid or heat, the albuminous portion of 
its structure is coagulated, and thus the relations of attraction 
between the cell force and cell contents are destroyed ; the 
cell, io such case, is said to be killed. Will it be proper to 
assume that the cell force has been transformed into light, 
beat, electricity, or some other force, when no proof has ever 
been given of such being the case ? Has it been destroyed i  
No f-rce is ever destroyed, as is now well known.

If, then, the cell force is not destroyed, nor changed into 
the physical or chemical forces, it must still remain as a cell 
force; hence, I suppose that, whea the cell^of the food are 
paused into the stomach, and dissolved by the pepsin and gas
tric juice, the cell forces survive, and in a subdivided state 

tr in the chyle corpuscles of the central lacteals.
, when animal matter putrifies, the cell forces reappear

perhaps as vibrios and bacteria ; and when vegetable matter 
decays in the soil, the cell forces may remain with the humus, 
and constitute an important element of its nutritive value.

Neither chemistry nor physics detect any difference be- 
' cell [ i

gave 1|S1
teristics. Cell force cannot be the simple resultant of the

tween a living and a dead cell; nevertheless,"the cell has lost 
that essential element which gave it its distinguishing charac-

molecuiar forces of the constituent atoms of the cell, like the 
crystallic force in the crystal, because if it were, then it would 
remain with its components, and would be present necessa
rily as long as its molecules constituted the cell structure,— 
in other words, could not be killed.

Cell force increases or grows by the conjoined action of the 
sun’s rays, carbonic acid, ammonia, and water ; hence it must 
have a close relation with the solar and chemical forces. 
Once formed, however, it appears to have become individual
ized, and perhaps independent, as regards its existence, to a 
great degree, if not entirely, of the molecules constituting the 
material stricture of its cell.

It has been, and still is, a question of great interest with 
scientists, whether the cell force can be generated sponta
neously by the above forces, or Whether a previously existing 
cell force, or germ of a cell, is not in every instance required. 
It is agreed on by all that, if there be spontaneous action, it 
can only result in rudimental cells, or cells of the lowest or
der of existence.

In certain cases two living cell forces coalesce, forming a 
single cell of greater power, or possessing capabilities which 
do not exist in either of the original cells ; conversely, an in
dividual cell force is capable of sub-division, perhaps, in
definitely. An interesting instance of subdivision is to be 
found in the moner, which lives at the bottom of seas ; in its 
fullest developmeut a mere globular mass of sarcode, or pro
toplasm, or cell of the lowest order. It continues to grow in 
size up to a certain point, and then simultaneously divides its 
entire substance, except a thin outer membrane, into from 
thirty to fifty cells ; these burst open the envelope, and sepa
rate from each other, becoming individualities, each one pre
cisely alike the original cell, and goes through the same his- 
toiy. This organism, it might be said, never dies.

If cell forces, once formed, have an indefinite existence until 
absorbed or assimilated by the living cells of vegetables or 
animals, the atmosphere must be largely permeated by these 
germs or invisible cells ; we draw in large numbers in the 
act of breathing, which may greatly assist oxygen in giving 
strength and lile-sustainine power. It would follow, also, that 
infectious and contagious diseases would be breathed as in
visible cell germs, which might develop in the blood, until ar
riving at microscopic vision, as has been asserted by Dr. Salis
bury and others.

There exists a peculiar force called by physiologists the 
formative force, or force of form, which gives the form to all 
organic structures. It is certainly a remarkable force ; for 
from living germs, precisely alike to all appearances, there 
ultimately grow up or develop all vegetable and animal forms.

Philosophically, we would have to regard all forms of the 
mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms as being the com
plex resultants of the various component forces of the struc
tures. But resultants cannot precede components ; hence, it 
would follow that the original germ contained all the compo
nents of the ultimate form,—that is, that every cell force of the 
completed structure had its representation in the germ from 
which all were derived, as believed by some physiologists. It 
is impossible to associate forces of the same nature without 
producing resultants ; each representative of a cell in the 
germ must be a force, then the association of all the cell 
representatives must have an ultimate resultant wlfcch must 
have the embryo form of the completed structure.

In the mineral kingdom, the simplest form is the symmetri
cal crystal, a resultant of the molecular fdrees of the constit- 
dent molecules ; compound forms, resulting from compound 
resultants, are seen in the arborescent shapes assumed by the 
individual crystals of ice on the windows in frosty weather, 
and the beautiful and still more complex geometrical forms of 
snow-flakes. Also, in the stony accretions resembling flow
ers, bunches of grapes, snow-balls, and other shapes on the 
walls of caves.

The organic world has forms belonging to a higher geom- 
as has been maid, than that of the mineral«try,

Passing from the simple spheroidal cell to the higher and far 
more complex forms of vegetable and animal life, until the 
human form is reached, which is the perfection of form.

In all nature, animate and inanimate, there is a general ten
dency to assume shapes or symmetrical forms. Forms may 
exist wherever there is matter: even the attenuated vapors 
of Tyndall's experiments are said, at times, to assume beauti
ful forma of exquisite shapes and symmetry. Above the poles 
of magnets, lines of force, constituting beautiful forms of 
curves, become visible to the eye when attractive matter, such 
aa fine particles of iron nickel, are sifted over them ; forms of 
matter, invisible to the eye, may then exist, of which our vis
ion can take no cognizance.

Every transparent block of ice is filled with forms of icy
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flowers, existing invisible to the eye until the powerful beam 
of electric light, assisted by optical contrivances, brings them 
into view. Nature revels in forms and colors ; with unspar
ing hand she scatters them in the earth, in the waters, am 
the fathomless air ; the solid earth is a mass of infinitely 
varied crystalline forms, and its surface is enameled with gor
geously colored flowers.

The influence of color should not be overlooked by the 
physician ; nature has not neglected this hygienic and psycho
logical power, but has spread the softest green carpet for him 
to walk over, and painted it with the most beautifully tinted 
flowers, to cheer up his mind and soothe his vision. Above

{Sp ir it  J eachi^ q?.
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him an azure mantle spreads itself over the expanse of the 
heavens, lighted up bv tne golden orb of day, whilst a ro!>e of 
darker blue, spanglen over with twinkling stars, makes night
beautiful; thus, to quiet his earthlv passions, and to harmon
ize his feelings with the pure ana sublime influences above 
and around him, the fevered patient should be soothed with 
the neutral tints of his chamber, and the desponding enliv
ened bv bright and varied colors ; inflamrqatory diseases and 
excited nerves, by the softest tints of blue) and green, whilst 
deficiencies of animal heat and lethargic* conditions of the 
system would be warmed and excited to petier action by the 
bright tints of red.

CONCERNING SPIRIT COMMUNICATIONS.

A S  TO  public mediums, they always have superintending 
spirits, and these generally transmit the messages, and 

answer questions in the name of, and for, the spirits primarily 
communicating. Many communications, therefore, which we 
regard with suspicion, are genuine messages from the spirit 
purporting to send them, and it is not surprising that they 
bear so little resemblance to his utterances when in earth- 
life, when we consider the indirect and imperfect channels 
through which they are received.

The channels of spirit-communication are not highways, 
upon which all spirits who would can freely travel, nor is it a 
direct pathway to any spirit. They all have to encounter 
difficulties, these only differing in degree. At a very impres
sive seance, Dr. Henry Slade being the medium, Nov. 30, 
1870, one of his controlling intelligences, the spirit of a Dr. 
Davis, thus addressed me in relation to these difficulties :— 

“ Imagine one of your own telegraph offices, with a crowd 
of persons eager to send messages ; one person prepares in 
his mind the message he desires to send, but he is too slow 
and another, more ready, announces his message, which is 
sen t; but before he has quite finished it, the former an
nounces his also, which the operator hearing, tacks on to the 
first one, or even gets them mixed worse yet. Then suppose 
all the others attentively listening, and striving to gratify their 
desires to communicate, do you not perceive that mistakes 
would occur! It is iust the same with us. We often make 
mistakes like you. - You would excuse the mistakes in mor- 
tals; be equally charitable with us. Remember that our 
powers and facilities are limited, and often we fail in these 
matters. Again, you must know that between you and us the 
mode of intercourse is an intricate web, not a straight per
manent line. We must handle the thoughts, when received 
from you, like the workman does his hot iron. It must be 
done with haste ; otherwise the conditions change, and the 
thread of connection is often lost; and nearly all our inter
course, by this means, is done hastily, and consequently with 
the risk of failure. Do not judge us from isolated instances, 
but by the intrinsic evidence of the whole. When one of 
your orators delivers an oration, it is rarely he does not state 
something, or allude to something, that proves that he and 
you have knowledge of the same fact or facts. The same 
with us. Review in your memory the various questions and 
answers between us, and you will find the needful evidence 
you require.”

In view of all these difficulties attendant upon the efforts 
of spirits to communicate with mortals,—to prove their ident
ity, and to express themselves with their accustomed earthly 
facility and naturalness,—we should be careful how we charge 
fraud or delusion upon their failures, for spirits no more claim 
omniscience, omnipotence, or supreme wisdom, than we mor
tals ; and. as to mediums themselves, they can only say, each 
for himself, “ Must I not take heed to speak that which the 
Lord hath put in my mouth?” (Num. xxiii. 12.)— Prxmitivr 
Christianity and Mo*Um Spiritualism.

M e n  are b e s t  ed u ca ted  b y  b e in g  le ft to  suffer the natural 
c o n se q u e n c e s  of th eir  a c t io n s .—H. Sprmer.

P r in ciples  grow into life by informing the public mind, to the brain, so the position from east to west
and in their maturity gain the mastery over events ; following 
each other as they are bidden, and ruling without a pause.— 
G. Bancroft.

A t  the orations given under influence by Mrs. Cora L. V.
* V Tappan, at London, Eng., questions are frequently pro
posed and answered by the control, wh6 purports to be Dr. 
Rush, formerly of Philadelphia. The following were gi 
November 29, at Cavendish Rooms, reported in the Medic

Q. In last Sunday evening's discourse you spoke of the 
magnetic poles of the viscera being situated in different 
parts of the body,—namely, the magnetic poles of the lungs 
being the cheeks, that of the stomach being the inner por- 
tion of the arms, &c How are these several organs connect
ed with their magnetic poles ?

A. By the magnetic currents, of course. Every magnetic 
centre implies a circle. You are familiar with the fact that 
for every magnetic or electric circle upon the earth, or even 
in the body, or even in the polarization of light, there must 
be a centre or a pole. The vital organs, therefore, constitute 
the centre ; and if you will make tne base of the brain the 
centre of a circle, and draw repeated circles one outside the 
other, you will find the exact location of every vital pole in 
the human system ; the line of the circle will cross in its 
various parts the precise pole that belongs to the vital organ 
through which the other portion of the line passes. This is 
the result of the fact that Nature in her angles or portions of 
circles, as well as in the circles themselves, always describes 
certain lines, and in a perfect magnetic and healthful condi
tion the human system is always acted upon through the pole, 
and not through the magnetic centre. This is done by the 
magnetic currents that create or act upon what is called the 
sympathetic portion of the nervous system, producing sym
pathetically in the pole or from the pole of the vital centre an 
action, instead of upon the vital centre itself; and as a sym
pathetic action is known to take place between one member 
that is afflicted and another, as between the two eyes when 
one is afflicted, or between two ears when either is afflicted,

! or between similar sets of nerves in the limbs, so, when the 
j vital centre is affected, the pole of that vital centre which, of 
, course, sympathizes with the current carried along the ner- 
I vous system, responds more immediately with the vital centre, 
or, perhaps, I may add, with the inner structure of the ner
vous system, and those that heard the suggestions previously 
made in a discourse, that the nervous system conveys the 

i various magnetic and electric vibrations to certain members, 
will understand that the magnetic an<? electric currents supply 
the polarity of these members.

Q. A re the disadvantages attending the aggregation of 
diseases in hospitals not counterbalanced by the facility of 
extending skillful aid and treatment, and of prosecuting the 
study of pathology under those circumstances ?

A. Technically, yes ; in a humanitarian sense, no. The 
aggregate amount of suffering may add to the technical 
knowledge and the technical methods of applying that knowl
edge to the treatment of disease ; and when knowledge is so 
far extended, and when diseases are so far understood that 
the application of the treatment of them shall not be in the 
aggregate, but in proportion to the individual needs and re
quirements of the suffering person, then these disadvantages 

| will be considered as iust so many inducements to the ac-
uirement of technical knowledge, since, of course, it is to 

advantage of those studying any department of human 
suffering to nave every facility fordoing so.

Q. May human volition withdraw life from its own physi
cal organism, in The sense and to the extent that a man can 
kill himself by taking thought so to do ?

A. To a very great extent it has been done ; but the wise, 
having sufficient knowledge so to do, would not therefore 
avail themselves of that anowledge. There are instances 
where persons have gradually exercised This volition, and 
have thereby produced weakness, debility, and finally death. 
All forms of melancholy, monomania, and hypochondria be
long to that class of disease in connection with volition. By 
volition, or powerful control over the body, there is no doubt 
the individual could suspend at will the respiration of the vi
tal circles and cause the withdrawal of the spirit from the 
body. It has been done in the case of martyr*, and of per
sons subjected to imprisonment and cruelty. They have pre
ferred this method of death to the long method of torture in
flicted, for instance, by the Inquisition, or by other methods.

Q. If the best magnetic position of repose be from north 
to south, would not the opposite condition for electric persons 
be from east to west, or west to east, instead of south to 

i north, as stated, as all electric force is manifested at right 
angles to the magnetic ?

A. Certainly no t; since what the electric person require* 
it ewe-action, instead of action. And as the temperament of 
the electric person causes too great tendency of the j 

from f
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brain of vital warmth, producing a lack of healthful life. Therefore, the true position is tor the electric from south to 
north.
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5 TRANGE FORCES IN NATURE, AND THEIR 
RELATION TO THE HEALING ART.

BY C  BO KG I  W. BAINS.

III. *

Am o n g  the strange forces may be classed the vital or cell 
force of the physiologists. In the twilight of microscopic 

vision we perceive glimmering points only just emerging into 
indistinct perception from the surrounding transparent liquid; 
these grow, enlarge, become more distinctly visible, until at 
last clearly perceived in their outlying forms. Did they exist 
before being rendered microscopically visible ? Certainly, 
they existed before, because if a more powerful instrument 
had been employed, they would have been seen earlier. 
Again, dash a beam of electric light through transparent and 
colorless sulphurous acid gas, the beautiful experiment of 
Prof. Tyndall; at first, the tube remains perfectly transparent, 
but after a time the power of the vibratory motion of the 
intense beam of light makes itself known by shaking assun- 
der the compound atoms of the gas. The atoms of oxygen 
and sulphur part company, the oxygen remains invisible as a 
transparent gas, but the atoms of sulphur, a solid, begin to 
gravitate toward each other, collecting into molecules ; these 
becoming large enough to act on the finer rays of light, a 
faint blue sky color makes it appearance within the transpar
ent tube. Presently the color deepens, as the process of 
agglomeration of the particles goes on, and becomes deeply 
blue; then, the process continuing, a whitish tint becomes 
mingled with the blue; it increases in depth of color, pre
ponderates over the blue, which, ultimately settling on the 
sides of the glass, reveals to powerful microscopes twilight 
points of matter.

How excessively minute must have been the particles of 
the faint blue haie. Utterly beyond the vision singly of the 
best instrument, even after condensing into the deeply blue, 
or even into the whitish vapor. Thus atoms, molecules, and 
organic cells may exist in the transparent air, far beyond the 
vision of man, aided by all the powers of his transcendent 
art.

The beginning of the organic cell, which is the start of all 
vegetable and animal structures, is a totally invisible point of 
■utter, or point of force 1 would prefer to call it, endowed 
With remarkable powers. It is not only able to draw assunder 
the compound atoms of the matter, or pabulum, with which it 
Is surrounded, but it possesses the power of selecting, out of 
these divided molecules, such atoms only as it requires both 
of in kind and quantity, uniting them together into new com
binations, which thas form the little masses of matter which, 
in the microscope we recognise as the organic celL The cell, 
in its simplest existence, is a mere gelatinous mass, composed 
of a certain and large number of atoms of oxygen, hydrogen, 
carbon, and nitrogen, with a very few atoms of iulphur and 
phosphorous; it has no particular form, but, if left entirely 
free, would generally assume the spheroidal; it has no en
velope, but is endowed with a capability of contraction, and 
has been called sarcode or protoplasm. The atoms are held 

ther by unstable chemical affinities, and thus are, like a 
tower on a very narrow base, liable at all times to fall 

into smaller masses of component materials ; but the power 
that selected, and lifted the atoms into their places, preserves 
the integrity of the structure, and is called vitality, or cell 
force.

Cells can be thoroughly dried, and so remain for an in
definite time, in some cases, without losing their vitality, as in 
the grains of mummy wheat and peas and certain inlusoria. 
Also, certain germs of cells may be exposed to a degree of 
heat above boiling water, and still survive ; or, in numerous 
cases, may be frosen with impunity. If a cell be exposed to 
the action of carbolic acid or heat, the albuminous portion of 
its structure is coagulated, and thus the relations of attraction 
between the cell force and cell contents are destroyed; the 
cell, in such case, is said to be killed. Will it be proper to 
assume that the cell force has been transformed into light, 
heat, electricity, or tome other force, when no proof has ever 
been given of such being the case t Has it been destroyed l 
No f ree is ever destroyed, as is now well known.

If, then, the cell force is not destroyed, nor changed into 
the physical or chemical forces, it must still remain as a cell 
force; hence, 1 suppose that, when the ceU^of the food are 
passed into the stomach, and dissolved by the pepsin and gas
tric jsice, the cell forces survive, and in a subdivided state 
rtaweaz in the chyle corpuscles of the central lacteals.

Also, when animal matter putrifics, the cell forces reappear

perhaps as vibrios and bacteria ; and when vegetable matter 
decays in the soil, the cell forces may remain with the humus, 
and constitute an important element of its nutritive value.

Neither chemistry nor physics detect any difference be
tween a living and a dead cell; nevertheless, the cell has lost 
that essential element which gave it its distinguishing charac
teristics. Cell force cannot De the simple resultant of the 
molecular forces of the constituent atoms of the cell, like the 
crystallic force in the crystal, because if it were, then it would 
remain with its components, and would be present necessa
rily as long as its molecules constituted the cell structure,— 
in other words, could not be killed.

Cell force increases or grows by the conjoined action of the 
sun’s rays, carbonic acid, ammonia, and water ; hence it must 
have a close relation with the solar and chemical forces. 
Once formed, however, it appears to have become individual
ized, and perhaps independent, as regards its existence, to a 
great degree, if not entirely, of the molecules constituting the 
material structure of its cell.

It has been, and still is, a question of great interest with 
scientists, whether the cell force can be generated sponta
neously by the above forces, or whether a previously existing 
cell force, or germ of a cell, is not in every instance required. 
It is agreed on by all that, if there be spontaneous action, it 
can only result in rudimental cells, or cells of the lowest or
der of existence.

In certain cases two living cell forces coalesce, forming a 
single cell of greater power, or possessing capabilities which 
do not exist in either of the original cells ; conversely, an in
dividual cell force is capable of sub division, perfiaps, in
definitely. An interesting instance of sub-division is to be 
found in the moner, which lives at the bottom of seas; in its 
fullest developmeut a mere globular mass of sarcode, or pro
toplasm, or cell of the lowest order. It continues to grow in 
size up to a certain point, and then simultaneously divides its 
entire substance, except a thin outer membrane, into from 
thirty to fifty cells ; these burst open the envelope, and sepa
rate from each other, becoming individualities, each one pre
cisely alike the original cel1, and goes through the same nis- 
toiy. This organism, it might be said, never dies.

If cell forces, once formed, have an indefinite existence until 
absorbed or assimilated by the living cells of vegetables or 
animals, the atmosphere must be largely permeated by these 
germs or invisible cells ; we draw in large numbers in the 
act of breathing, which may greatly assist oxygen in giving 
strength and lile-sustaining power. It would follow, also, that 
infectious and contagious diseases would be breathed as in
visible cell germs, which might develop in the blood, until ar
riving at microscopic vision, as has been asserted by Dr. Salis
bury and others.

There exists a peculiar force called by physiologists the 
formative force, or force of form, which gives the form to all 
organic structures. It is certainly a remarkable force ; for 
from living germs, precisely alike to all appearances, there 
ultimately grow up or develop all vegetable and animal forms.

Philosophically, we would have to regard all forms of the 
mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms as being the com
plex resultants of the various component forces of the struc
tures. But resultants cannot precede components ; hence, it 
would follow that the original germ contained all the compo
nents of the ultimate form,—that is, that every cell force of the 
completed structure had its representation in the germ from 
which all were derived, as believed by some physiologists. It 
is impossible to associate forces of the same nature without 
producing resultants ; each representative of a cell in the 
germ must be a force, then the association of all the cell 
representatives must have an ultimate resultant wlftch must 
have the embryo form of the completed structure.

In the mineral kingdom, the simplest form is the symmetri
cal crystal, a resultant of the molecular fdrees of the constit- 
dent molecules ; compound forms, resulting from compound 
resultants, are seen in the arborescent shapes assumed by the 
individual crystals of ice on the windows in frosty weather, 
and the beautiful and still more complex geometrical forms of 
snow-flakes. Also, in the stony accretions resembling flow
ers, bunches of grapes, snow-balls, and other shapes on the 
walls of caves.

The organic world has forms belonging to a higher geom
etry, as has been said, than that of the mineral kingdom. 
Passing from the simple spheroidal cell to the higher and far 
more complex forms of vegetable and animal life, until the 
human form is reached, which is the perfection of form.

In all nature, animate and inanimate, there is a general ten
dency to assume shapes or symmetrical forms. Forms may 
exist wherever there is matter: even the attenuated vapors 
of Tyndall’s experiments are said, at times, to assume beauti
ful forms of exquisite shapes and symmetry. Above the poles 
of magnets, lines of force, constituting beautiful forms of 
curves, become visible to the eye when attractive matter, such 
as fine particles of iron nickel, are sifted over them ; forms of 
matter, invisible to the eye, may then exist, of which our vis
ion can take no cognizance.

Every transparent block of ice is filled with forms of icy
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flowers, existing invisible to the eye until the powerful beam 
of electric light, assisted by optical contrivances, brings them 
into view. Nature revels in forms and colors ; with unspar
ing hand she scatters them in the earth, in the waters, and in 
the fathomless air ; the solid earth is a mass of infinitely 
varied crystalline forms, and its surface is enameled with gor
geously colored flowers.

The influence of color should not be overlooked by the 
physician ; nature has not neglected this hygienic and psycho
logical power, but has spread the softest green carpet for him 
to walk over, and painted it with the most beautifully tinted 
flowers, to cheer up his mind and soothe his vision. Above 
him an azure mantle spreads itself over the expanse of the 
heavens, lighted up by tne golden orb of day, whilst a robe of 
darker blue, spangled over with twinkling stars, makes night | 
beautiful; thus, to quiet his earthly passions, and to harmon
ize his feelings with the pure ana sublime influences above 
and around him, the fevered patient should be soothed with 
the neutral tints of his chamber, and the desponding enliv
ened bv bright and varied colors ; inflammatory diseases and 
exciteu nerves, by the softest tints of blue) ana green, whilst 
deficiencies of animal heat and lethargic/ conditions of the 
system would be warmed and excited to peutr action by the 
bright tints of red.

CONCERNING SPIRIT COMMUNICATIONS.

AS t o  public mediums, they always have superintending 
spirits, and these generally transmit the messages, and 

answer questions in the name of, and for, the spirits primarily 
communicating. Many communications, therefore, which we 
regard with suspicion, are genuine messages from the spirit 
purporting to send them, and it is not surprising that they 
bear so little resemblance to his utterances when in earth- 
life, when we consider the indirect and imperfect channels 
through which they are received.

The channels of spirit-communication are not highways, 
upon which all spirits who would can freely travel, nor is it a 
direct pathway to any spirit. They all have to encounter 
difficulties, these only differing in degree. At a very impres
sive seance, Dr. Henry Slade being the medium, Nov. 30, 
1870, one of his controlling intelligences, the spirit of a Dr. 
Davis, thus addressed me in relation to these difficulties : — 

“ Imagine one of your own telegraph offices, with a crowd 
of persons eager to send messages ; one person prepares in 
his mind the message he desires to send, but he is too slow 
and another, more ready, announces his message, which is 
sen t; but before he has quite finished it, the former an
nounces his also, which the operator hearing, tacks on to the 
first one, or even gets them mixed worse yet. Then suppose 
all the others attentively listening, and striving to gratify their 
desires to communicate, do you not perceive that mistakes 
would occur! It is iust the same with us. We often make 
mistakes like you. • You would excuse the mistakes in mor
tals; be equally charitable wiih us. Remember that our 
powers and facilities are limited, and often we fail in these 
matters. Again, you must know that between you and us the 
mode of intercourse is an intricate web, not a straight per
manent line. We must handle the thoughts, when received 
from you, like the workman does his hot iron. It must be ■ 
done with haste; otherwise the conditions change, and the 
thread of connection is often lost; and nearly all our inter
course, by this means, is done hastily, and consequently with 
the risk of failure. Do not judge us from isolated instances, 
but by the intrinsic evidence of the whole. When one of 
your orators delivers an oration, it is rarely he does not state 
something, or allude to something, that proves that he and 
you have knowledge of the same fact or facts. The same
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the orations given under influence by Mrs. Cora L. V.
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Tappan, at London, Eng., questions are frequently pro
posed and answered by the control, wh6 purports to be Dr. 
Rush, formerly of Philadelphia. The following were gi —  
November 29, at Cavendish Rooms, reported in the Mediu

Q. I n last Sunday evening’s discourse you spoke of the 
magnetic poles of the viscera being situated in different 
parts of the body,—namely, the magnetic poles of the lungs 
being the cheeks, that of the stomach being the inner por
tion of the arms, &c How are these several organs connects 
ed with their magnetic poles ?

A. By the magnetic currents, of course. Every magnetic 
centre implies a circle. You are familiar with the fact that 
for every magnetic or electric circle upon the earth, or even 
in the body, or even in the polarization of light, there must 
be a centre or a pole. The vital organs, therefore, constitute 
the centre ; and if you will make tne base of the brain the 
centre of a circle, and draw repeated circles one outside the 
other, you will find the exact location of every vital pole in 
the human system ; the line of the circle will cross in its 
various parts the precise pole that belongs to the vital organ 
through which the other portion of the line passes. This is 
the result of the fact that Nature in her angles or portions of 
circles, as well as in the circles themselves, always describes 
certain lines, and in a perfect magnetic and healthful condi
tion the human system is always acted upon through the pole, 
and not through the magnetic centre. This is done by the 
magnetic currents that create or act upon what is called the 
sympathetic portion of the nervous system, producing sym
pathetically in the pole or from the pole of the vital centre an 
action, instead of upon the vital centre itself; and as a sym
pathetic action is known to take place between one member 
that is afflicted and another, as between the two eyes when 
one is afflicted, or between two ears when either is afflicted, 
or between similar sets of nerves in the limbs, so, when the 
vital centre is affected, the pole of that vital centre which, of 
course, sympathizes with the current carried along the ner
vous system, responds more immediately with the vital centre, 
or, perhaps, I may add, with the inner structure of the ner
vous system, and those that heard the suggestions previously 
made in a discourse, that the nervous system conveys the 

i various magnetic and electric vibrations to certain members, 
j will understand that the magnetic and electric currents supply 
I the polarity of these members.

Q. Ake the disadvantages attending the aggregation of 
diseases in hospitals not counterbalanced by the facility of 

1 extending skillful aid and treatment, and of prosecuting the 
study of pathology under those circumstances ?

A. Technically, yes ; in a humanitarian sense, no. The 
aggregate amount of suffering may add to the technical 
knowledge and the technical methods of applying that knowl
edge to the treatment of disease ; and when knowledge is so 
far extended, and when diseases are so far understood that 

I the application of the treatment of them shall not be in the 
aggregate, but in proportion to the individual needs and re
quirements of the sufferiniffering person, then these disadvantages
will be considered as iust so many inducements to the ac
quirement of technical 
the advant;

with us. Review in your memory the various questions and 
answers between us, and you will find the needful evidence 
you require/'

In view of all these difficulties attendant upon the efforts 
of spirits to communicate with mortals,—to prove their ident
ity, and to express themselves with their accustomed earthly 
facility and naturalness,—-we should be careful how we charge 
fraud or delusion upon their failures, for spirits no more claim 
omniscience, omnipotence, or supreme wisdom, than we mor
tals ; and. as to mediums themselves, they can only say, each 
for himself, “ Must 1 not take heed to speak that which the 
Lord hath put in my mouth?” (Num. xxiii. 12.)— Prim itive 
Christianity and MotUrn Spiritualism .

Men are best educated by being left to suffer the natural 
consequences of their actions.—H. Sprnser.

Iuirement of technical knowledge, since, of course, it is to 
ie advantage of those studying any department of human 

suffering to have every facility fordoing so.
Q. May human volition withdraw life from its own physi

cal organism, in the sense and to the extent that a man cam 
kill himself by taking thought so to do ?

A. To a very great extent it has been done ; but the wise, 
having sufficient knowledge so to do, would not therefore 
avail themselves of that knowledge. There are instances 
where persons have gradually exercised this volition, and 
have thereby produced weakness, debility, and finally death. 
All forms of melancholy, monomania, and hypochondria be
long to that class of disease in connection with volition. By 
volition, or powerful control over the body, there is no doubt 
the individual could suspend at will the respiration of the vi
tal circles and cause the withdrawal of the spirit from the 
body. It has been done in the case of martyrs, and of per
sons subjected to imprisonment and cruelty. They have pre- 

of death to the long method of torture inferred this method of death to the long 1 

Q. Ip the best magnetic position of repose be from north
flicted, for instance, by the Inquisition, or by other methods.

ugnetic position j f  ^
to south, would not tne opposite condition for electric persons

Principles grow into life by informing the public mind, ] to the brain, so the position 
and in their maturity gain the mastery over events ; following 
each other as they are bidden, and ruling without a pause.—
G. Bancroft

be from east to west, or wrest to east, instead of south to 
north, as stated, as all electric force is manifested at right 
angles to the magnetic ?

A. Certainly no t; since what the electric person requires 
is weft-action, instead of action. And as the temperament of 
the electric person causes too great tendency of the | 

from east to west 1
brain of vital warmth, producing a lack of healthfol life. 
Therefore, the true position is for the electric from south As 
north.
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ORGANIZATION.
The British National Association of Spiritualists is 

formed to unite Spiritaulists of every variety of opinion 
for their mutual aid and benefit; to aid students and in
quirers in their researches, by placing at their disposal 
the means of systematic investigation into the facts and 
phenomena called Spiritual or Psychic ; to make known 
the positive results arrived at by careful research ; and to 
direct attention to the beneficial influence which these 
results are calculated to exercise upon social relationships 
and individual conduct. It is intended to include Spirit
ualists of every class, whether members of Local and 
Provincial Societies or not, and all inquirers into psy
chological and kindred phenomena.

Though but recently organized, this Association seems 
to  be in a high state of prosperity. New members are 
constantly being added, the funds are increasing, and the 
future seems full of promise. And the secret of their 
success may be in the energy of the founders, and their 
determination to handle the questions which so naturally 
come before a body of this description. The time is not 
occupied in long speeches, nor is an entire session con
sumed in terj-minute remarks.

The Association realizes that Spiritualism has a work, 
—a large work before it. Individual action in some 
cases may be productive of great results; but in others, 
organized effort, and that in the proper channel, will 
alone answer the requirements.

And because it has a purpose, the Association will 
grow and prosper. It has no time for personal discus
sion, tending to the advancement of the individual. Who 
best can work, seems to be the motto at present prevail
ing, and it is not surprising that many subjects of vital 
worth are under consideration.

Gold medals, for prize essays on Spiritualism, have 
been offered ; the education of the children of Spiritual
ists is receiving attention, and monthly reunions are held. 
We look for important results from the British National 
Association.

The prophecy concerning the coming Spiritual Church 
will awaken a welcome response from many Spiritualists; 
and it will find more full expression when the signs indi
cate the near proximity of its fulfillment.

Why Spiritualists should be contested, with their pres
ent placet of meeting, is a subject of wonder, openly 
expressed Embracing so many truths, possessing strong 
attractions for the multitude, and basing its claims on

demonstrable facts, it would have seemed natural that its 
millions of believers would have discovered a unity of 
purpose, established their local societies, and spread 
their belief with a rapidity never before equalled.

There are some Spiritualists who object to the word 
church, or the ideas conveyed by i t ; but is this consistent 
with the Spiritual Philosophy? Man finds enjoyment in 
proportion as the exterior surroundings correspond to his 
interior desires. There exists in every human being the 
love of the beautiful: this quality may be latent, perhaps, 
in a few, but nevertheless it has an existence, and needs 
but association to develop it.

Here, then, we have one reason why many Spiritual
ists are t> be found in sectarian churches: the beautiful 
architecture of the lofty edifice, the soft, yet grand, music 
of the organ, the chant of the choir, and, above all, the 
influence of the place, sanctified as it is by their best 
thoughts,—all find a responsive echo of sympathy in 
their souls, and form for them a strong attraction. Some 
there are who prefer the narrow, ill-ventilated hall, with 
its rich and never dying truths ; but we question if there 
are not many among these who think that the speaker, 
subject, and audience merit a more pleasant and com
fortable place of meeting.

The truths proclaimed in these places, to the some
times small audiences, have earnest believers, almost 
without number, who are elsewhere supporting the pro
mulgation of ideas diametrically opposite. Let this class 
of persons be gathered together, on any Sunday, from 
the various churches in this city, and they would fill one- 
quarter of the Protestant churches from which they came. 
Offer them these churches as a place of meeting, and 
one-half of the remainder would be sold at auction for 
want of support now given by intelligent and wealthy be
lievers in Spiritualism. This statement needs no better 
confirmation than is found in that freedom of interpreta
tion with which all denominations are being favored from 
their pulpits; and the ministers do but echo the demands 
of the congregation in this respect.

M ATERIALIZATION.
The philosophy of the production of spirit materializa

tions is destined to undergo some slight modification, if 
the recent discoveries concerning these manifestations are 
accepted as necessary conditions in any case. The sum
mary of facts scientifically describing (lie Katie King ap
pearance in England, taken with the similarity of other 
manifestations of this nature, warranted a classification 
of the several phases of the phenomena ; and a theory 
was deduced which accords to a spirit, having the proper 
knowledge of certain chemical laws, the power to gather 
to itself certain particles from the atmosphere, which in 
part are emanations from the bodies of the medium and 
circle, thereby producing a materialization. The medium 
and the materialization had been seen at one and the 
same time, and no marked change was observable in the 
physique of the medium. Indeed, there have been in
stances of a materialization while the medium remained 
in a normal condition. But at the London seance, 
reported on page 3 1 4 , the testimony shows the body of 
the medium to be less than its normal size. The testi
mony of Dr. Storer, in the Havana materialization, would 
warrant an inference that he was witness to a transfigura
tion. Evidently we have here a new phase of the phe
nomena, which merits investigation and experiment.

The subject is awakening attention in Europe as well 
as in America, and it is to either Paris or London that 
we look for a scientific explanation ; for they alone have

T H E  SPIRITU A L CHU RCH .
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the facilities for verification by experiment. America has 
A  the best resources, but there is not that enthusiasm in the 

work, nor the requisite liberality on the part of those 
who could contribute the funds necessary for a careful 
investigation by those who do feel sufficiently interested.

EDITO RIAL PARAGRAPHS.
F or sta tem en ts , the Kati* King affair promises to 

T iva l the Beecher-Tilton sensation. Well, there are two 
mutual friends in this case, Child and Owen, and it is 
natural to expect a multiplication of complications.

We, who believe in the manifestations of the spirit, in 
this latter day, should not be at all surprised if its works 
should be counterfeited by magicians. It has ever been 
so ; we read in the Book of Exodus that Moses performed 
four miracles before Pharoah, and. the magicians did 
likewise with their enchantments. But at the fifth,— 
“ This is the finger of God," said tney. We shall soon 
have the fifth in this age, when the' Wise men shall say, 
■“ This is truly of the Spirit.”

I n the ghost book of The Traveler, or, rather, in that 
part of the paper where the readers are obliged to see 
the shades of departed persons and things galvanized 
into life again, the operator queries why Spiritualism 
doesn’t “ abolish some other great evil,” such as “ pover
ty,” for example. We disagree with the individual who 
considers poverty a “ great evil.” If Spiritualism does 
not abolish poverty, it teaches that worth cannot be esti
mated by dollars and cents ; and that the poor can more 
readily adapt themselves to the treasures of the next 
world.

average, is to be spoken at all times ; but she qualifies by 
saying that the naked truth is only to be uttered in private.
Mrs. Careful is a  singular stick— i h t  is ...........Boston is soon
apparently to have a new City Charter. Many of its citizens
would be glad to have a new constitution...........T he  P acific
M a il  investigation is not so pacific as it might be. It is
likely to result in anything but pacific...........It  is all very well
to talk of a bird's eye view of anything, but who or what is
to do it but a bird ?......... A f a r m e r  naturally wants all the
acres of land he can get, but the fewer achers in the jaw the
better......... Congress is divided about the currency. Some
members want a soft, and some a hard currency. It depends,
no doubt, on their b ra ins.......... Because a lady likes a muff
on her hands, it isn’t to be inferred that she takes to one
on her arm s..........S hort meat-er—a dish of hash at an
eating house.......... T aking  things on trial is good in its
way. We know of a chap who took a dozen shirts from one 
of our stores, six months ago, and he has been trying them 
ever since. No doubt his washwoman has been doing the 
sam e...........N ever  take an advantage. Take almost any
thing else. Possibly you may know how it is yourself.........
Anything for peace; but everything for the p ieces...........
Slippery  elm may be found at the apothecaries, but slippery 
people are as common as possible in our present icy stree ts .

I t is said that nothing is useless. It is hard to believe this 
assertion when so many in the community illustrate the same.
........ L iving on Beacon Street does not make one rich. We
know of several persons who ledge on that thoroughfare from
necessity at one dollar a week...........If  you want to have the
goose hang high, take one to the top of Bunker Hill Monu
m ent.......... T h ere  is no truth in the report that sleeping-cars
are to be introduced upon our horse-car railroads, though it 
cannot be denied they are often made so. No allusion to 
your dozy neighbor.......... Straight  drinks end in the mostI t was suggested  at the Spiritualists' Union, Sunday 

evening, that an association of gentlemen be formed for crooked ways ------ K ids and opera generally have a sort of
.  a  . F : .  ■  .  • .  ■  I .  . . . .  e  „  • »:  i n t i m a t e  r e l s t i n n e V i i n  Vat it  i t  i t  I n  l i e  n h s e r u n i l  m e t  n n w  I n  1G l *L-the purpose of investigating the phenomena of material! 
zation, by defraying the expenses of a medium who 
should seem to possess hew powers in this direction. 
There is an ample field for research and it promises the 
richest fruits. Who takes the initiative ?

T he d e s c r ip t io n  o f the m aterialization in Pueblo,

intimate relationship, but it is to be observed just now in Bos
ton that there is more opera than kid......... I t is  often said
that this is “ a funny world.” In footing it up we think It a
tolerably serious one......... Some individual thinks the way
to keep warm about these times is to be hot-tempered. We
don't see i t ...........Some ladies think that not to be in fashion
is not to be a t all. Is it not better to be in good taste i

Col., taken from the Weekly Register, is corroborated by ......... It  is a good thing to take the papers, but it is not
letters received by a prominent Spiritualist in this city.
The statement may be accepted as reliable.

I t is said  that Nelson Hoimes is to institute a suit 
against The Philadelphia Inquirer for slander. A few 
other mediums should follow his example. Let those who 
discover so much imposture also enter a complaint, and 
bring the matter into a court of justice. Substantia) 
evidence, and a jury of twelve to decide the case, would 
be an interesting experience.

£ h o r t - h a n d  J ' J o t e s .

quite the thing to take them from the door-step.
Pets seem to be natural to the human kind. Possibly all 

of us have them. Only they differ. Some prefer one sort, 
some another, and still others something else, as different as 
possible. So it goes ; so it always will, no doubt. We really 
think, however, that women are strongest and most marked 
on pets. They take to them, it we mistake not, most readily. 
This is not to be wondered at. If a woman cannot have a 
man as a pet—most of them rather fancy the thing—then they 
take to something else. We are not, in these strange times,

J to assert whether it is superior or inferior. Nor does it mat. 
ter. A woman takes to a cat, bird, picture, dress; a man, to 
a horse, dog, fishing, and all that. “ One can’t most always 
sometimes tell.” Nevertheless, the fact is patent that pets 
are taken to, and often taken in. We presume it will be so 
to the end, as before hinted. It affords the mind, and taste,

! and the affections, an object to rally round and to support. 
On the whole, it is not the best thing that could be. Pets 
are pets, and they seem to be an almost general want The 
only danger is that the pet may degenerate into the petty. 
Against this we seriously warn our readers to be aware.

T he man who goes out in the theatre at the end of every 
act is in town, of course. He always is. He iovariably sits 
in the middle of a tier of seats, and troubles the utmost num
ber of people. He would not locate in any other part of the 
house for the world. Tt is so nice and Jutiagtu  to disturb

T h e  poor of Boston have now their soup. It is so good
in quality that well-to-do folks hanker after i t ...........It  is said
th a t “ circumstances alter cases,” but we have observed that
carpenters are generally employed...........In politics, rings are
an abomination ; but the ladies do not think they are so very
bad—in thtir way...........A Christian  may be singled out by
the condition of his sidewalk in these icy limes.........T hk
Water question has been settled in Boston. Now for the 
liquor question......... T he good and great General Court as
sembled in this city yesterday. Whatever else it will not do, 
there is a certainty that it will feather its own nest. It is a 
soft thing to be a legislator, and the heads of not a few mem-.
bers accord with the “ thing.” ...........T hough a republican everybody, and put them out of humor. Of course, this bore

5 J ' and nuisance has nothing whatever to go out for. Hepeople, we have actually a king—among us. King David of 
the Sandwich Islands is the he, and a clever fellow he appears 
to be. He is being feted in every way, and one of our fash
ionable shoe houses has footed him.........None of our legis
lators should be deaf to the “ hearings ” that will soon come 

die fore them ....... M rs. Carefu l  says that the truth, on an

nuisance has nothing whatever to go out for. 
nothing about him anyway, and least of all in his cranium. 
Nevertheless, he sv iil insist upon his atrocious routine. It is 
out and in, and ia and out, srith him. As a character he in 
marked, but as an abomination he is still more so. He is the 
abhorrence of all well-mannered people, and really Aight to 
be kicked out of good society. Let us hope that he will be 
one of these days.
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ORGANIZATION.
The Biitish National Association of Spiritualists is 

formed to unite Spiritaulists of every variety of opinion 
for their mutual aid and benefit; to aid students and in
quirers in their researches, by placing at their disposal 
the means of systematic investigation into the facts and 
phenomena called Spiritual or Psychic ; to make known 
the positive results arrived at by careful research ; and to 
direct attention to the beneficial influence which these 
results are calculated to exercise upon social relationships 
and individual conduct. It is intended to include Spirit
ualists of every class, whether members of Local and 
Provincial Societies or not, and all inquirers into psy
chological and kindred phenomena.

Though but recently organized, this Association seems 
to be in a high state of prosperity. New members are 
constantly being added, the funds are increasing, and the 
future seems full of promise. And the secret of their 
success may be in the energy of the founders, and their 
determination to handle the questions which so naturally 
come before a body of this description. The time is not 
occupied in long speeches, nor is an entire session con
sumed in ten-ntinute remarks.

The Association realizes that Spiritualism has a work, 
—a large work before it. Individual action in some 
cases may be productive of great results; but in others, 
organized effort, and that in the proper channel, will 
alone answer the requirements.

And because it has a purpose, the Association will 
grow and prosper. It has no time for personal discus
sion, tending to the advancement of the individual. Who 
best can work, seems to be the motto at present prevail
ing, and it is not surprising that many subjects of vifal 
worth are under consideration.

Gold medals, for prize essays on Spiritualism, have 
been offered , the education of the children of Spiritual
ists is receiving attention, and monthly reunions are held. 
We look for important results from the British National 
Association.

The prophecy concerning the coming Spiritual Church 
will awaken a welcome response from many Spiritualists; 
and it will find more full expression when the signs indi
cate the near proximity of its fulfillment.

Why Spiritualists should be contested with their pres
ent places of meeting, is a subject of wonder, openly 
expreseed. Embracing so many truths, possessing strong 
attractions for the multitude, and basing its claims on

demonstrable facts, it would have seemed natural that its 
millions of believers would have discovered a unity of 
purpose, established their local societies, and spread 
their belief with a rapidity never before equalled.

There are some Spiritualists who object to the word 
church, or the ideas conveyed by it; but is this consistent 
with the Spiritual Philosophy? Man finds enjoyment in 
proportion as the exterior surroundings correspond to his 
interior desires. There exists in every human being the 
love of the beautiful: this quality may be latent, perhaps, 
in a few, but nevertheless it has an existence, and needs 
but association to develop it.

Here, then, we have one reason why many Spiritual
ists are fe> be found in sectarian churches: the beautiful 
architecture of the lofty edifice, the soft, yet grand, music 
of the organ, the chant of the choir, and, above all, the 
influence of the place, sanctified as it is by their best 
thoughts,—all find a responsive echo of sympathy in 
their souls, and form for them a strong attraction. Some 
there are who prefer the narrow, ill-ventilated hall, with 
its rich and never dying truths ; but we question if there 
are not many among these who think that the speaker, 
subject, and audience merit a more pleasant and com
fortable place of meeting.

The truths proclaimed in these places, to the some
times small audiences, have earnest believers, almost 
without number, who are elsewhere supporting the pro
mulgation of ideas diametrically opposite. Let this class 
of persons be gathered together, on any Sunday, from 
the various churches in this city, and they would fill one- 
quarter of the Protestant churches from which they came. 
Offer them these churches as a place of meeting, and 
one-half of the remainder would be sold at auction for 
want of support now given by intelligent and wealthy be
lievers in Spiritualism. This statement needs no better 
confirmati on than is found in that freedom of interpreta
tion with which all denominations are being favored from 
their pulpits; and the ministers do but echo the demands 
of the congregation in this respect.

MATERIALIZATION.
The philosophy of the production of spirit materializa

tions is destined to undergo some slight modification, if 
the recent discoveries concerning these manifestations are 
accepted as necessary conditions in any case. The sum
mary of facts scientifically describing the Katie King ap
pearance in England, taken with the similarity of other 
manifestations of this nature, warranted a classification 
of the several phases of the phenomena ; and a theory 
was deduced which accords to a spirit, having the proper 
knowledge of certain chemical laws, the power to gather 
to itself certain particles from the atmosphere, which in 
part are emanations from the bodies of the medium and 
circle, thereby producing a materialization. The medium 
and the materialization had been seen at one and the 
same time, and no marked change was observable in the 
physique of the medium. Indeed, there have been in
stances of a materialization while the medium remained 
in a normal condition. But at the London seance, 
reported on page a 1 4 , the testimony shows the body of 
the medium to be less than its normal size. The testi
mony of Dr. Storer, in the Havana materialization, would 
warrant an inference that he was witness to a transfigura
tion. Evidently we have here a new phase of the phe
nomena, which merits investigation and experiment.

The subject is awakening attention in Europe as well 
as in America, and it is to either Paris or London that 
we look for a scientific explanation ; for they alone have

THE SPIRITUAL CHURCH.
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the facilities for verification by experiment. America has 
A  the best resources, but there is not that enthusiasm in the 

work, nor the requisite liberality on the part of those 
who could contribute the funds necessary for a careful 
investigation by those who do feel sufficiently interested.

EDITO RIAL PARAGRAPHS.
F or sta tem en ts , the Katie King affair promises to 

Tival the  Beecher-Tilton sensation. Well, there are two 
m utual friends in this case, Child and Owen, and it is 
n a tu ra l to expect a multiplication of complications.

We, who believe in the manifestations of the spirit, in 
this latter day, should not be at all surprised if its works 
should be counterfeited by magicians. It has ever been 
so ; we read in the Book of Exodus that Moses performed 
four miracles before Pharoah, and. the magicians did 
likewise with their enchantments. But at the fifth,— 
“ This is the finger of God,” said mey. We shall soon 
have the fifth in this age, when the' wise men shall say, 
■“ This is truly of the Spirit.”

I n the ghost book of The Traveler, or, rather, in that 
part of the paper where the readers are obliged to see 
the shades of departed persons and things galvanized 
into life again, the operator queries why Spiritualism 
doesn't “ abolish some other great evil,” such as “ pover
ty,” for example. We disagree with the individual who 
considers poverty a “ great evil.” If Spiritualism does 
not abolish poverty, it teaches that worth cannot be esti
mated by dollars and cents ; and that the poor can more 
readily adapt themselves to the treasures of the next 
world.

average, is to be spoken at all times ; but she qualifies by 
saying that the naked truth is only to be uttered in private.
Mrs. Careful is a singular stick— s h t  is .......... Boston is soon
apparently to have a new City Charter. Many of its citizens
would be glad to have a new constitution...........T h e  P acific
Mail  investigation is not so pacific as it might be. It is
likely to result in anything but pacific...........It  is all very well
to talk of a bird 's eye view of anything, but who or what is 
to do it but a bird .A  farmer naturally wants all the
acres of land he can get, but the fewer achers in the jaw the
better......... Congress is divided about the currency. Some
members want a soft, and some a hard currency. It depends,
no doubt, on their b ra in s.......... Because a lady likes a muff
on her hands, it isn’t to  be inferred that she takes to one
on her arm s..........S hort meat-er —a dish of hash at an
eating house...........T aking  things on trial is good in its
way. We know of a chap who took a dozen shirts from one 
of our stores, six months ago, and he has been trying them 
ever since. No doubt his washwoman has been doing the 
same......... N ever  take an advantage. Take almost any
thing else. Possibly you may know how it is yourself.........
Anything for peace; but everything for the pieces.........
Slippery  elm may be found at the apothecaries, but slippery 
people are as common as possible in our present icy stree ts , 
. .  It is said that nothing is useless. It is hard to believe this 
assertion when so many in the community illustrate the same.
........ Living on Beacon S treet does not make one rich. W e
know of several persons who lodge on that thoroughfare from
necessity at one dollar a w eek...........I f  you want to have the
goose hang high, take one to the top of Bunker Hill Monu
ment......... T h er e  is no truth in the report that sleeping-cars
are to be introduced upon our horse-car railroads, though it 
cannot be denied they are often made so. No allusion to 
your dozy neighbor.......... Straight  drinks end in the mostI t was su g g ested  at the Spiritualists’ Union, Sunday 

evening, that an association of gentlemen be formed for crooked ways . . . . .  Kids and opera generally have a sort of 
the purpose of investigating the phenomena of materiali- intimate relationship, but it is to be observed just now in Bos-
__  1 A A . • .1  _____  _ t _____■ !   I  * — _  • 1. . * |U . . .  •  i l .s n  I#«A I t  ia rtf Ia n  asi/fzation, by defraying the expenses of a medium who 
should seem to possess bew powers in this direction. 
There is an ample field for research and it promises the 
richest fruits. Who takes the initiative ?

T he d esc r iptio n  of the materialization in Pueblo,

ton that there is more opera than k id ...........It  is often said
that this is “ a funny world.” In footing it up we think It a
tolerably serious one ...........Some individual thinks the way
to keep warm about these times is to be hot-tempered. We
don’t see i t .......... Some ladies think that not to be in fashion
is not to be at all. Is it not better to be in good taste ?

Col., taken from the Weekly Register, is corroborated by ......... It  is a good thing to take the papers, but it is not
letters received by a prominent Spiritualist in this city.
The statement may be accepted as reliable.

I t is said  that Nelson Hoimes is to institute a suit 
against The Philadelphia Inquirer for slander. A few 
other mediums should follow his example. Let those who 
discover so much imposture also enter a complaint, and 
bring the matter into a court of justice. Substantial 
-evidence, and a jury of twelve to decide the case, would 
be an interesting experience.

£>HORT-HAND J ’loTEg.

T he poor of Boston have now their soup. It is so good
in quality that well-to-do folks hanker after i t ...........It  is said
th a t “ circumstances alter cases," but we have observed that
carpenters are generally employed...........I n politics, rings are
an abomination ; but the ladies do not think they are so very
bad—in t h e ir  way...........A C hristian  may be singled out by
the condition of his sidewalk in these icy tim es.......... T he
Water question has been settled in Boston. Now for the 
liquor question......... T he good and great General Court as
sembled in this city yesterday. Whatever else it will not do, 
there is a certainty that it will feather its own'nest It is a 
soft thing to be a legislator, and the heads of not a few mem
bers accord with the “ thing.” . . . . .  .T hough a republican 
people, we have actually a king—among us. King David of 
the Sandwich Islands is the he, and a clever fellow he appears 
to be. He is being feted in every way, and one of our fash
ionable shoe houses has footed him.........None of our legis
lators should be deaf to the “ hearings " that will soon come 

before them.........M rs. Carefu l  says that the truth, oo an

quite the thing to take them from the door-step.
Pets seem to be natural to the human kind. Possibly all 

of us have them. Only they differ. Some prefer one sort, 
some another, and still others something else, as different as 
possible. So it goes ; so it always will, no doubt. We really 
think, however, that women are strongest and most marked 
on pets. They take to them, il we mistake not, most readily. 
This is not to be wondered a t  If a woman cannot have a 
man as a pet—most of them rather fancy the thing—then they 
take to something else. We are not in these strange timesi 
to assert whether it is superior or inferior. Nor does it mat
ter. A woman takes to a cat, bird, picture, dress; a man, to 
a horse, dog, fishing, and all that. “ One can’t most always 
sometimes tell.” Nevertheless, the fact is patent that pets 
are taken to, and often taken in. We presume it will be so 
to the end, as before hinted. It affords the mind, and taste, 
and the affections, an object to rally round and to support. 
On the whole, it is not the best thing that could be. Pets 
are pets, and they seem to be an almost general want The 
only danger is that the pet may degenerate into the petty. 
Against this we seriously warn our readers to be aware.

T he man who goes out in the theatre at the end of every 
act is in town, of course. He always is. He invariably sits 
in the middle of a tier of seats, and troubles the utmost num
ber of people. He would not locate in any other part 0i  the 
house for the world. Tt is so nice and <Utfimpu to disturb 
everybody, and put them out of humor. Of course, this bore 
and nuisance has nothing whatever to go out for. He has 
nothing about him anyway, and least of all in his cranium. 
Nevertheless, he w ill insist upon his atrocious routine. It Is 
out and in, and ia and out, with him. As a character he is 
marked, but as an abomination he is still more so. He is the 
abhorrence of all well-manoered people, and really might to 
be kicked out of good society. Let us hope that he will be 
one of these days.
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^OF^ESPOJfDE^TS.

THE KATIE KING EXPOSURE.

AH  correspondent sends us the following abstract of a 
conversation reported to have been recently held : —

“ You Spiritualists are pretty well used up by the Katie 
King exposure, I take it,” said a gentleman to me yesterday. 
“  Perhaps we are, but we don’t know it,” I replied ; “ we ‘hug 
the delusion,’ as you would speak of it, the same as before." 
He laughingly rejoined, “ Well, what do you think of it, any 
sray?’’ “ I can speak positively only for myself,” I replied; 
“ but I presume many others hold similar opinions. I never 
have met Dr. Henry T. Child. I had somehow formed the 
impression that he was rather credulous,—a sort of thick-and- 
thin believer. lam  glad to learn otherwise. Of M r. Owen I 
have formed a high opinion. He ia sincerely esteemed by 
thousands of people who do not believe in Spiritualism. Both 
of these men have repudiated the Katie King of the Holmeses 
as a fraud. It was a manly thing to do, a more heroic act 
than either have received credit for. Both had given unqual
ified endorsement of her as a spirit materialization, and both 
have boldly confessed that they were imposed upon. The 
effect has been to give Spiritualism a shaking up that it has 
long needed. Mediums and their motives will hereafter be 
rated according to their merits. There are more frauds in 
the business of mediumship, many of them making money, 
and it is hoped that they will speedily come to grief, hfo 
earnest, true Spiritualist can feel otherwise than glad at every 
such exposure. As widely as the Eddy Brothers are known, 
and believed to be genuine mediums, if they can be fairly 
proved impostors, a believer in Spiritualism would be a first- 
class fool not to accept satisfactory evidence of i t  To sum 
this matter all up, I believe the(e is much of imposture prac
ticed in the name of Spiritualism, and the sooner it is crushed 
out the better. We must be more wary of public mediums. 
If people will seek them in the privacy of their homes, insist 
upon having seances, See., pay them in any way, and subse
quently find themselves imposed upon by some mediums, no- 
boby can wonder greatly. On the other hand, if persons 
advertise themselves as mediums for specified manifestations, 
and their performances prove to be pure trickery, or trickery 
even in part, the laws of the different States should punish 
them for obtaining money by false pretences. Those are my 
views, sir, on that phase of the subject.” “ But suppose,’’ 
said the gentleman, “ suppose all the other leading mediums 
should be exposed as successfully as the Holmeses, what 
would you then think ? ” “ 1 should be very much amazed, ’ 
I answered ; “ 1 should be sorry for those whose conversion 
to a belief in Spiritualism had been by witnessing a mere im
itation of genuine manifestations. There are, perhaps, a 
good many such. That is something Spiritualists of other 
experiences cannot help- The known mediums might all be 
swept away to-morrow, as tricksters of the first water, with
out seriously affecting the belief of thousands who have been 
convinced by personal experience with phenomena in private 
life, which was not only unpaid for, but often occurred through 
most reluctant and unwilling mediums, who sometimes ridi
culed Spiritualism, and whose friends disbelieved i t  My own 
experience is somewhat of this character. But I will not bore 
you about the matter. As Spiritualists, we have no more de
sire to be humbugged than other people have, no matter what 
may be said. We may be half-witted, long-haired, wild in 
appearance, brainless and harmless, but some, living to-day, 
will see our belief not only tolerated, but respected every
where. There is a quaint saying that ‘ he who laughs loudest 
laughs last' You may smile, my friend, but we expect on 
this business to laugh last.” “ But did you not yourself bf- 
lieve in the genuineness of Katie King as a materialization ?” 
“ Yes.” “ W hy?” “ Because of such testimony as Mr. 
Owen and others gave.” “ Does not the exposure warn you 
to be careful what to believe?” “ Most decidedly," 1 replied; 
“ but I have tried to show you why we Spiritualists sre not 
* used up ’ by the recent exposure.”

ences. Some mediums are thin lo emaciation, others abound 
in adipose matter, all equally gifted. Very few mediums un
derstand the principles of pathological science. M

Again, mediumship is not affected by character. Spirits 
manifest themselves the same through an organism good or 
bad, virtuous of sensual, educated or ignorant; especially is 
this noticeable in trance mediums, where the intellect is sub
servient to spirit control.

The gift of mediumship comes truest through hereditary 
transmission; health is a necessary condition for a high de
gree of manifestation. Physical and moral purity is the basis 
(or the highest attainment of the phenomena, philosophically, 
scientifically, and religiously. Many mediums do not realize 
the responsibility of their calling ; they advertise to dispense 
the gospel of a future life to all for a certain sum ; rush into 
the presence of angels, as if to an audience of mortals met 
for amusement, without one prayer to God for his sanction,— 
too often supply the messages which are denied by the spirits, 
and the earnest seeker leaves in disgust. Just as soon as 
mediums act under laws necessary for spirits to act,—be 
themselves virtuius, good, and truthful,—will progressed 
spirits respond *o the demand with increasing power, until 
angels walk and talk with then, as they did with the apostles.

It is true, wicked spirits can and will manifest to the injury 
of the cause : they are all children of God. and have a right 
to return ; and they will influence all who are e n  rapport 
with them, throw upon susceptible media the same tastes and 
habits which had inflammed their bodies in earth life, gloss
ing over sensualism, creating a love of drink, tobacco, and 
their attending evils. Mediums should beware of such con
trol, and refuse to act as receptacles for these monsters, who 
will soon find that they must repent and reform ere they can 
communicate or be allowed control. Spirits seek their affini
ties : evil ones will shun the good and pure, for they find no 
food for sensuaal appetites, and will not long intrude.

When mediums realize that their power is from God, that 
they are his agents, seek to do good to all humanity, not 
alone for gain, but shed the blessing upon all who need the 
ministration, then shall their labors be crowned with success. 
The apostles, like the Master, taught in the fields, forests, 
and abodes of the wretched, and Faith accomplished mira
cles. The time is coming when spirit teachings will be tri
umphant. when gilded pulpits, worshiped ministers, selfish 
congregations, will give place to spirit circles,—to inspiration 
fresn from heaven, sent by a merciful God, brought by the 
loving hands of our own dear friends ; where religion, “ pure 
and undefiled,” will destroy stale sermons, and imbecile re
sponses of the “ miserable sinner ” ; where all can meet, all 
be welcome, without regard to wealth or position.

The purer the heart, the more child-like the seeker, the 
fuller will be the blessing, and closer and more near will the 
angels come when the soul’s desire goes out to meet them, 
ana inspiration, flowing in the magnetic fluid, recalling the 
days of the Jewish Pentecost, when its rays seemed like 
tongues of living fire upon the heads of all who joined the 
festival. Day by day, showing the wonderful power of the 
departed, can we tell to each other what the strange manifes
tations are among us, bringing the Bible truths in our midst, 
uhtil we acknowledge God's power, and the certainty of a 
future existence.

ON MEDIUMSHIP.
ST |AHB M. IACBBOW.

IT is a difficult undertaking to attempt to analyze medium- 
ship from a scientific standpoint, as to health or disease ; 

lor the experiences of individuals differ on that question. 
It was t us posed that a frail, nervous temperament was 
necessary for spirits to operate upon, but then we see 
others who are robust, and yet are perfect machines in 
spirit pgwer. True, some persons are forced under certain 
processes of spiritualization to confine themselves to physical 
manifestations or become more susceptible to spirit intlu-

ON SPIRIT TEACHING.

Sp ir it  t e a c h in g  clearly demonstrates that there is a  beau
tiful harmony existing between all human interests,—be

tween man’s physical, intellectual, moral, and spiritual inter
ests ; and that it is by giving them a wise proportionate atten
tion that they can all be successfully secured. Man must not, 
therefore, confine his attention exclusively either to his physical 
or spiritual interests. The object of these remsrks is to cor
rect the disproportioned attention given, almost everywhere, 
to physical good: is to remove the erroneous views which 
make the accumulation of wealth the chief business of life, 
and the acquisition of physical comforts and gratifications the 
supreme good. Man was formed to act on matter, to triumph 
over it, to subject it to his various purposes; and the human 
mind undergoes progressive development by expressing itself 
in the beautiful designs and executions of tne useful and or
namental arts ; by expressing itself in various material struc
tures, fabrics, and forms ; while moderate labor is healthful 
and invigorating to the body, and gives a sweet ralish, a suit
able zest to repose, and to all the blessings of physical life. 
The teaching of our elder brethren in the progressed spirit 
state of being raises up our minds by the knowledge of truth 
to a pure element, gives us a hopeful respite from the de
pressing cares of physical life, and awakens in us the con
sciousness of our affinity with all that is pure, divine, and 
noble. It, in short, spiritualizes our nature, improves our best 
faculties, refines our best affections, and enables us to delight 
in the beauiies and sublimities of the outward universe, while 
it binds us with new ties with universal being.
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of his neighbors, fully ten inches from the slates and in a 
good light

On examining the upper slate nothing was found on it, nor 
upon the upper surface of the lower slate; but on turning 
this last over, two communications of personal interest, signed 
by two of the spirits whose names had been spelled out, were

to me.
found. One was to a gentleman present who was a stranger 

6. It 
a vear

said, “ It is true, we still live. Have I kept my promise ? r

as to a gei
It was signed dv the name of a friend of his who had 

died a year ago, and haa promised to return if possible. It

ADDISON, ON PROGRESSION.

Th e r e  is not, in my opinion, a more pleasing and triumph
ant consideration in religion than this of the perpetual 

progress which the soul makes towards the perfecting its 
nature, without ever arriving at a period in i t  To look upon 
the soul as going on from strength to strength ; to consider 
that she is to shine forever with new accessions of glory, and 
brighten to all eternity ; that she will still be adding virtue to 
virtue, and knowledge to knowledge, carries in it something 
wonderfully agreeable to that ambition which is natural to the 
mind of man. Nay, it must be a pleasing prospect to God 
himself to see his creation forever beautifying in his eyes, and 
drawing nearer to him by greater degrees of resemblance.

Methinks this single consideration of the progress of a 
finite spirit to perfection will be sufficient to extinguish all 
envy in inferior natures, and all contempt in superior. That 
cherubim, which now appears as a god to the human soul, 
knows very well that the period will come about in eternity 
when the human soul shall be as perfect as heNnow is ; nay, 
when she shall look down upon that degree of/perfection as 
much as she now falls short of it. It is true /4ne higher na
ture still advances, and, by that means, preserves his dis
tance and superiority in the scale of being; but he knows 
that how high soever the station is of which he stands pos
sessed at present, the inferior nature will, at length, mount up 
to it, and shine forth in the same degree of glory.

With what astonishment and veneration may we look into 
our souls, where there are such hidden stores of virtue and 
knowledge, such inexhausted sources of perfection ? We
know not yet what we shall be, nor will it ever enter into the This gentleman seldom sits in the dark, preferring the light
heart of man to conceive the glory that will be always in re- circle as more satisfactory. We left much pleased with our
serve for him. The soul, considered with its Creator, is like 
one of those mathematical lines that may draw nearer to 
another for all eternity, without a possibility of touching it ; 
and can there be a thought so transporting as to consider our
selves in these perpetual approaches to Him who is not only 
the standard of perfection, but of happiness ?—Spectator, Vol.
I l f  page 128.

The writing was very beautiful, the delicate strokes showing 
the hand of a practiced penman. The deceased was a book* 
keeper, and the gentleman said the communication was a fac
simile of his writing.

The other communication was to myself. It was longer4 
and of only personal interest. The writing was more laborep 
and not recognizable as that of my deceased friend, although 
there were some points of resemblance. The most re
markable feature in this test, from a physical point of view, 
was the extreme delicacy and beauty of the writing from the 
spirit purporting to be that of the penman. The writing was 
done on the under side of the slate, consequently the nand 
which did it was upside down. I think it would be difficult 
for any one to perform such writing without having his hand 
at ease in its accustomed position. Then, further, the space, 
in which the writing was done, was at most not over a quar
ter of an inch deep. If the hand was of ordinary size, 
which it must have been to get the natural stroke, it traversed 
the space occupied by the solid table top without any inter
ruption of its movement. Whichever way we view this fact, 
it is equally amazing.

After this we sat a few moments in the dark and experi
enced the spirit touches which are so common in dark circles.

pHENO/tfEN/L.

DIRECT SPIRIT WRITING.
A SEANCE WITH AN EXTRAORDINARY MEDIUM.

A w r it e r  in the Oneida Circular says : On Thursday las*, 
the 12th of December, in company with Mr. F. Way- 

land Smith, I had the privilege of an interview with a gentle
man residing in Syracuse, N. Y., who possesses to an ex
traordinary degree the peculiar organization which is called 
mediumistic or psychic. He does not seek notoriety in this 
line, being engaged in business, and so does not sit regularly 
for the development of his powers. He had sat but once 
before for six months. Judging by the strength shown on 
this occasion, regular sittiag would probably bring him to 
rank with the most celebrated mediums.

We sat in the gentleman’s dining-room, at an extension 
table, with two jets of gas brightly burning over i t  Two of 
his friends added to our circle made the number five.

Having obtained a condition of rapport with us, and the 
spirits desiring to communicate, he produced a couple of or
dinary slates, one of which was bound around the edge with 
black listing, to raise it slightly and exclude light from its 
lower surface when laid on the table. Several small pieces 
were now broken from a slate pencil with a pair of nippers. 
These pieces were small enougn to move freely between the 
surface of the slate and the table when the slate was laid 
over them. Both surfaces of the slate were next thoroughly 
cleaned with a sponge, and the slate was laid in the centre of 
one of the boards of the table over the loose pieces of pencil 
Some more of these were now sprinkled on the upper surface 
of the slate, and the other slate, also cleaned, laid above it. 
On this were some more fragments of pencil, and covering 
these was an earthen tureen-cover.

We then joined hands on the edge of the table ; the gas
light was very slightly reduced, still remaining bright enough

1 evening’s entertainment.

OMENS TO LORD HASTINGS.

I N this man's death, says Baker, we may see how inevitable 
the blows of destiny are : for the very night before his 

death, the Lord Stanley sent a secret messenger to him at 
midnight, in all haste, to acquaint him with a dream he had, 
in which he thought that a boar with his tusks so gored them 
both by the heads that the blood ran about their shoulders ; 
and forasmuch as the Protector Gloucester gave the boar for 
his cognizance, this dream made so fearful an impression on 
his heart, that he was thoroughly resolved to stay no longer, 
and had made his horse ready, requiring the Lord Hastings 
to go with him, and that presently, to be out of danger, before 
it should be day. But Hastings answered the messenger, 
“ Good Lord 1 leaneth your master so much to such trifles, to 
put such faith in dreams, which either his own tear fantasieth, 
or else do rise in the night’s rest, by reason of the day’s 
thoughts. Go back, therefore, to thy master, and commend 
me to him, and pray him to be merry, and have no fear, for I 
assure him I am as certain of the man hg wotteth as of my 
own hand.” The man he meant was Catesby, who deceived 
him, and with the Protector, plotted Hastings' death : be was 
arrested for treason by Gloucester, in the council-chamber in 
the Tower, and at once led forth to the Tower-green, where 
his head was laid down upon a log of timber, and there 
stricken off.

Another warning the Lord Hastings had the same morning 
on which he was beheaded ; his horse twice or thrice stum
bled with him almost to falling ; which, though it often hap
pen to such to whom no mischance is toward, yet hath it of 

j old been observed as a token foregoing some great mis
fortune.

Also, at the Tower-wharf, near to the place where soon 
after his, head was stricken off, he met one Hastings, a pour- 
suivant of his own name, to whom he said. “ Ah, Hastings, 
dost thou remember 1 met thee here once with a heavy 
heart ? ” "  Yes, my lord,” replied he, “ 1 remember it weft.

to read by easily. Presently the medium began trembling in 
the peculiar way always observed when strong phenomena 
are produced, and we heard a distinct scratching of a slate-
pencil on a slate, coming from the pile of slates. The sound 
was unmistakable and continued for some time. It then 
stopped, and alter a moment's silence, recommenced ; this 
time slower and more labored in its motion. All this while 
the medium's hands were on the table, touching those of each

and God be thanked that time is past.” - In  faith, 
said the Lord Hastings, -1  never stood in to great dread of 
life as I did when thou and I met here ; and lo 1 how the 
world is changed. Now stand my enemies in the danger, as 
thou may hap to hear hereafter (for the enemies he meant 
were the Lord Rivers and others of the Queen’s kindred, who 
that very day were beheaded at Pomfret), and 1 never so 
merry, and in so good surety as now I am.” We know, says 
Baker, that there is not a greater omen, or sign of ill-fortune, 
than to presume of good. And, indeed, such it the uncer
tainty of our state in this life, that we seldom know when we 
are in a tempest at sea, nor when we are in a calm on shore ; 
thinking ourselves oftentimes most safe when we are most in 
danger, and oftentimes to be in danger when we are most 
safe.
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MATERIALIZATION IN COLORADO.
THE SMXIT FORM SHOWS THE MEDIUM, AND BOTH ARE 

VISIBLE AT ONCE.
/A n S a tu rday  evening last a spiritual seance was held at 
U  the house of Dr. Vail, in Pueblo, Mrs. Vail being the 
medium. A local correspondent, Vho was present, together 
with five unbelievers, says the circle was formed, Mrs. V. be
ing in the cabinet For the balance we quote his own words. 
He says: “ Face after bee was imperfectly formed at the 
aperture. At length, what seemed to be the form of an old 
lady, from the waist up, appeared outside the cabinet Some 
trouble in the circle caused her to melt away. We sat there 
for three-quarters of an hour, when startling poundings were 
heard inside the cabinet. The usual rustling was heard, and 
a face appeared and came out of the cabinet, and formed into 
a full female form, in a long, loose, flowing robe, gathered at 
the waist with a white scan. She glided toward the circle, 
and spoke in a loud whisper, perfectly audible to a ll: ' I  am 
Ellen Taylor. I was thirty-five (there was a difference of 
opinion as to her age), 1 died in (Camden, Canton, or some 
such name), quick, light, light.’ We turned the lamp on to 
its highest capacity, and the fomtglided to the cabinet, lifted 
the curtain, held it up with her right hand, and with her left 
pointed to the medium and said, ‘ See, see.’ There, in full 
view, was Mrs. Vail, in a profound trance, and the spirit form 
as palpable as any flesh and blood. For a minute this thril
ling tableaux remained. The circle, becoming excited, the 
face grew indistinct, dropped the curtain, and the circle 
closed. Now, Mr. Editor, let no one charge fraud. If you, 
or any one, wishes to interview the medium, and inspect the 
premises in daylight, just call on Dr. Vail, and you can be 
gratified. Ten intelligent, respectable people saw what I have 
described, and as I described. We expeci greater manifesta
tions than ever.”— Weekly Register, Central City, Col., Wed
nesday, Dec 23.

were one and the same ; but a close examination will con
vince one to the contrary. The medium has rough hands,— 
the form shows hands as soft as any young lady of eighteen 
unused to toil. There is the same disparagement in the 
question of age; and, finally, in change of clothing,—in 
place of pantaloons, bodice, and blue ribbon, a shining robe 
of indescribable texture, a belt also of some queer fabric, and 
no blue ribbon. Furthermore, there is no trace of the ropes 
or of the clothing in which she was lelt in the cabinet

Again, there materialired an Indian form, which the doctor 
estimates to have been over twelve inches taller than that of 
the medium ; and the audience were favored with terrific 
Indian yells from a male voice.

The seance closed with voices in the cabinet, which pur
ported to come from different spirits, who came to friends in 
the gathering with tests of their identity.

This is a short description of a most wonderful experience 
which was graphically related by Dr. Storer at the Sunday 
evening meeting of the Spiritualists’ Union, at Rochester 
Hall. The. occasion was further made interesting by remarks 
from Dr. Gardner, John Wetherbee, the president, H. S. 
Williams, and by the musical entertainment given by the 
Sawyer brother and sister.

M'

WAS IT A TRANSFIGURATION?
A NEW PHASE OF THE PHENOMENA OF MATERIALIZATION 

IN NEW YORK.— A POWERFUL MEDIUM.

IN a small house, in Havana, Schuyler County, N. Y.t is 
another of those remarkable mediums who possess the 

power of materializing spirit forms under test conditions.
Havana is a little town about three miles lrom Watkins, 

and because of its magnetic springs and beautiful glens is a 
pleasant summer resort.

The medium is a poor woman, twice married, and working 
at the washtub to support a family of children. She is igno
rant,—utterly uncultivated,—and her hands are hard and 
rough with toil.

The power manifested itself first by raps and physical man
ifestations, then by voices and materializations.

The circle room is some twelve feet by sixteen, on the 
second floor. By means of close shutters, the condition of 
darkness is obtained if desirable. A circle recently took 
place, however, in which the light was sufficiently strong to 
enable the occupants of the room to distinguish each other 
plainly ; and the occurrences were remarkable as presenting 
a new phase in the phenomena of materialization.

The authority for the statement is Dr. H. B. Storer, than 
whom we could have no belter. He is well fitted for a scien
tific investigation, his natural high degree of intelligence 
being heightened by his sensitiveness to spirit impression.

He caused the medium to be prepared by several lady* 
friend investigators. She was attired in male apparel, with

TWO MATERIALIZATIONS AT ONCE.
THE MEDIUM DECREASES IN SIZE.— A NEW POINT OF IN

TEREST.

iss S howers, the young lady medium of London, through 
whose powers spirit forms materialize, recently gave a 

seance, under test conditions, at which two forms appeared,— 
Florence and Lenore. One of the guests, being selected, was 
permitted by the spirits to go in and out of the cabinet almost 
like one of themselves ; her spiritual nature being sufficiently 
harmonious for that purpose. She testified that Lenore led 
her to the entranced medium, and placed her hand on the 
heart of Miss Showers which was beating hurriedly, “ jump
ing like a rabbit,” and while she had hold of Lenore, and was 
touching the medium, the spirit Peter (another familiar mate- 
realization) placed his hands on her back, and so strong was 
the influence that she began to tremble violently ; this fit of 
trembling lasted for twenty minutes after she left the cabinet. 
The entranced Miss Showers, she said, was less than her 
normal size; her hand was like an infant’s hand, and had 
shrunk up inside her sleeve ; she had to feel up the sleeve for 
the hand, and the little fingers then curved round her own. 
Among the guests present were Prince Albert Solins Braun
fels (cousin to the Queen), Lady Paulett, Mrs. Showers, Lady 
X, Mrs. Ross-Church, and several other friends. The medi
um is a lady of wealth and position, and gives manifestations 
for the free advancement of the cause.

J ’loTEg AND JSoTICEg.

preuii
as attired in m; 

the exception of a bodice of a dress ; a blue ribbon was tied 
around the oeck ; each separate article was then sewed to the 
other,—the sleeves of the dress to the waist, the ribbon to 
the sleeves, he. She was then placed in the closet which 
served as a cabinet

This closet was a triangular space, formed in the room, the 
whole being lathed and plastered, and having but one place 
of ingress or egrAs,—a door which opened in front of the 
circle.

The medium having, in the condition previously described, 
been placed in the cabinet and tied to the chair, after the 
lapse of a few minutes of time, the door opened and a form 
appeared. The doctor describes its manner of appearing 
He says that it does not come upon you like an opaque body, 
but seems to grow like a misty something to a positive reality. 
It then walks around the room, a distance of fourteen feet, 
and at ooe time sat in bis lap, he being $st»ot nine feet in 
direct line, from the door. At a subsequent time, be was per 
mittod to eater the cabinet while the fi 
THE CABINET WAS F.MPTV.

s

O l iv e r  G o l d s m it h  once observed of Edmund Burke 
that “ he was too fond of the right to pursue the expedient.” 
As Spiritualists, may that sentiment dwell in our hearts and 
be exemplified in our lives.

T h e  P r o t e s t a n t  R e l ig io n  seems to be spreading in 
Mexico. Five years ago there were only six churches of that 
persuasion in the whole country, and now there are ninety- 
eight

A TRIAL SUBSCRIBER, in Mount Vernon, N.Y., writing to
re new, says,—

“ 1 am much pleased with the Spiritual Scientist, as I con
ceive its conservatism calculated to attract kindlier attention 
and investigation of the Spiritual philosophy—in the present 
condition of the * average ’ human mind—while radicalism 
rather lends to frighten many timid ones from inquiring into 
its iconoclastic truths.”

We have received many congratulatory and complimentary 
letters, with kind expressions for the success of the paper ; 
we copy the above, however, as an evidence that the purpose 
of the Scientist is understood and appreciated.

T he  exercises of the Boston Spiritualists* Union, next 
Sunday evening, will be introduced with a concert.

John A. Andrew  H all.— Mrs. S. A. Floyd lectured last 
Sunday afternoon and evening, the subject being, * What 
good has Spiritualism done ? ”

“  A. J. Davis has dribbled an en Hess stream of rhapsodical 
, bosh. Obscureness, dullness, and stupidity are his chsrac- 

:orm was outside, and teristics.” (New York World. Nov. yo. 1874.) Complete set 
of these Works >ent, ('. <) Dn fa i .  Address A. J. DAVIS &

The natural inference is that the medium and the figure j Cu., No. 24 East Fourth Street, New York.
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MEETINGS IN BOSTON.
J o h n  A. A n d r e w  H a l l .—FreeMeetings, SmmJmr.— 

Lecture by Mr*. S . A . F lo yd ,at i  3-4 and 7 i-a F .M . 
T he audience privileged lo  ask any proper quetliont 
on spirituality. Excellent quartette singing. Public 
invited.

C h il d r e n ' s P r o g r e s s iv e  L v c e i m , N o . I , holds its 
Mtuon at 3x4 Washington Street, e v e ry  Sunday at 
10 1 -a o'clock. W e . A . W il l ia m s ,  Sec'y.

B o sto n  S n s iT V A L ir r * ' U n io n , at 534 Washington 
S tre e t , on S u n d a y  afternoon and evening, at s i-a 
and 7 i-a o 'c lo ck . T he pu blic  are cordially Ibvited.— 
H . S . W il l i a m s ,  P resid en t.

M kd ii m s '  M e e t in g  at T em pers' H a ll,  *80 W ash
ington Street, at 10 i-a A . M , each Sunday. A ll 
mediums cordially invited.

T h e  L a d i e s '  A id  S o c ie t y  trill until further notice 
hold its meetings at Rochester H all, 334 Washington 
Street, on Tuesday afternoon and evening of each 
week.—M as. C . C. H a y w a r d , President ; Mas. 
E l l a  M e a d e , Secretary.

B e e t h o v e n  H a l l , rear o f 413 Washington Street, 
near corner of Boylstoa Street. The Mu«i< Hall 
Society o f Spiritualists will commence meetings 
Sunday October 1 1 ,  at quarter tp 3 o'clock, and con* 
tinuc through the season.

C ouncil N o. I .—N ew Fraternity H all, cor. o f Berke- 
ly  and Appleton Streets. Lectures afternoon and 
evening.

B O W  TO FO R M  ▲  SP IR IT  C IR C LE.
I t  ia calculated that one person in every seven 

might become a medium by observing the proper con
ditions. T he thousands ol Spiritualists have, in most

E V ID E N C E  T H A T  8 P I R I T D A L I 8 M  D E 
S E R V E S  I N V E S T I G A T IO N .

Sr in iT v alivm  djperve* investigation, because within 
the last twenty years it has found iu  way into all the 
civilised countries on the globe ; it has also a literature 
o f thousands of volumes and not a few periodicals.

The London Dialectical Society, Adam  Street, AdeL 
phi, under the presidency of Sir John Lubbuck, Bart.. 
M P , appointed a Committee to investigate spiritual 
phenomena. The Committee was appointed on the 
atth o f Jan u ary , 1869. as follows:—

"  A. G . Atkinson. Esq., F .G .S . ; G . W heatley Ben
nett. Esq - J  S. Berg hr 1 in. Esq , C  E  ; H. R  Foa 
Bourne, Esq. ; Charles Bradlaugh, Esq. ; G . Fenton 
Cameron. Esq , M D. ; John Chapman, E sq ., M .D . ; 
Rev. C . M aunce Davies, D D. ; Charles R . Drysdalc, 
Eso . M D. ; D. H D yte. Esq , M R .C .S . : Mrs 1). 
H. D y te ; Jam es Edmunds, Esq . M .D .; Mrs. Ed
munds ; Jam es Gannon, Esq. ; Grattan G eary. F.sq. ; 
Robert Hannah, Evq , K G S .  ; Jenner Gale H illier, 
Esq • Mrs. J .  G . H illier; Henry Jeffrey, E sq .-  A l
bert k isch . Esq , M R .C .S . ;  Joseph  Maurice. E s q .; 
Isaac L. Meyers, Esq ; B M Moss, Esq ; Robert 
Ouelch, E s q .C .E .  ; 1 h m u  Reed, E ^ .  ; C . Russell 
Roberts, E sq ., Ph.D . : V> dUam Volckman, E s q . ; Hor
ace S. Yeomans, E sq / '

Profeasor H uxley and Mr. George H enry Lewes 
to be invited to co-operate. Dr*. Chapman and Dnrs- 
dale and Mr. Fox Bourne declined to sit, and the fol
lowing names were subsequently added to the Com-

^DVEHTIgEMEJtTS.

cases, arrived at their conclusions by agencies estab
lished bar themselves and independently o f each other 
an d  o f J m  serv ices o f professional mediums. Every
spiritualist is indeed sn “  investigsior,” —it may be at 
a n  advanced stage ; and that all may become so. the 
following conditions are presented as those under which 
(he phenomena may at all times be evolved.

Inquirers into Spiritualism should begin by forming 
spirit circles in their own homes, with no Spiritualist 
or professional medium present. Should no results be 
obtained on the first occasion, try again with other sit
ter*. One or more persons possessing medial power* , 
without knowing it are to be found in nearly every 
household.

1. Let the room be o f a comfortable temperature. I 
hut cool rather than warm—let arrangements be made 
that nobody shall enter it, and that there shall be no 
interruption for one hour during the sitting of the cir
cle .

a. Let the circle consist of from three or five to tea 
individuals, about the same number of each sex. Sit 
round an uncovered wooden table, with all the palms 
o f  the hands on its top surface. Whether the hands 
touch each other or not is usually of no importance 
A n y table will do, Just large enough to conveniently 1 
accommodate the sitten . The removal of a hand from 
th esable  fo ra  few seconds does no harm ; but when 
one of the sitters breaks tha circle by leaving the table, 
it sometimes, but not always, very considerably delays 
(lie manifestations.

3. Before the sitting begins, place some pointed lead 
pencils and some sheets of clean writing paper on the 
table, to write down any communication that may be
■ obtained.

4. People who do not like each other should not sit 
an the same circle, for such a want o f harmony tends 
to prevent manifestations, except with well-developed 
physical mediums: it is not yet known why. Belief 1 
or unbelief has no influence on the manifestations, but 
an acrid feeling against them is s  weakening influence

3. Before the manifestations it is well to en
gage  in general conversation or in singing, and it is 
Lest that neither should be o f a frivolous nature. A 
prayerful, earnest feeling among the members o f the 
circle  gives the higher spirits more power to come to 
the circle, and makes it more difficult for the lower

ndings ; also, o f the relation between man ia  
world and those on the physical plane o f e a 

rn  symptom o f the invisible power at work 
eelmg like a 

hands. T he nn

6. The 
it  often a feehni cool wind sweeping over the 

qi fcsiations will probably be
table tiltings or raps.

7. When motions o f the table or sounds are pro
duced freely, to avoid confusion, let one person only 
speak, and talk to the table as to an intelligent be
ing. Let him tell the table that three tilts or raps
_____'  Y e s ."  one means ** N o ,"  and two
*' Doubtful, and ask whether the arrangement is 
understood. If three signals be given ia answer, then 
say , "  I f  I speak the letters o f the alphabet slowly, 
w ill you signal every time 1 come to the letter you 
want, and spell us out a message I Should three 
signals be given, set to work on the plan proposed, 
and from this time an intelligent system of communi
cation is established.

8. Afterwards the question should be put. "  Are 
we sitting in the right order to get the best manifesta
tions f ”  Probably some member* o f the circle will 
then be told to change seats with each other, and the 
signals will be afterwards strengthened. Neat ask, 
“ W ho is the medium f ”  When spirits come assert
ing themselves to be related or known to anybody 
present, well-chosen questions should bo put to lest 
the accuracy of the statements, as stunts out of the 
body have all the virtues and all the tailings of spinu 
in tne body.

9. A powerful physical medium Is usually a person 
o f  an impulsive, affectionate, and genial nature, and 
very sensitive to mesmeric influences. T he majority 
o f media are

The
are strongly 

thoroughly

rith suitable 
place read-

** George C ary , F.sq . B  A. ; Edw ard W. Cox, Esq., 
krgeant-at-Uw • William B. Gower. Esq. ; H . D. 

l/ncken. Esq , B am ster-at-law ; J .  H. L evy, Esq ; 
JR . H .Swepaton, E sq .. Solicitor; Alfred R . W allace, 
fEaq.. F .R .g TS. ; Josiah  Webber. E sq ."

After inquiring into the subject for two years, the 
Committee issued iu  report, which, with the evidence, 
forms a bulky volume. Among other things due Com
mittee reported:—

"  1. T hat sounds o f a  very varied character, appar
ently proceeding from articles of furniture, the Door 
and walls of the room—the vibrations accompanying 
which sounds are often distinctly perceptible to the 
touch—occur, without being produced by muscular ac
tion or mechanical contrivance.

"  e.. T hat movements of heavy bodice take place 
without mechanical co n tm a m a o f any kiod, or ade
quate exertion of muecular force by those present, and 
frequently without contact or connection with any 
person.

"  3. T hat theee sounds and movements often occur 
at the time and in the manner asked for by the persons 
present ; and, by means o f a  simple code of signals, 
answer questions and spell out coherent communica
tions."

One o f the sub-committees o f the Dialectical Society 
reported:— f

Your committee studiously avoided the employ
ment of professional or paid mediums. A ll were mem
bers of the committee, persons of social position, of 
unimpeachable integrity, with no pecuniary object, 
having nothing to gain by deception, and everything 
Is lose bv detection of imposture."
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SPIRITUAL SCIENTIST
T h e  SrtEtrvAL So eh ttet  presents each weak •  

comprehensive review o f the progress o f Spiritualism^ 
in its practical, scientific, philosophical, and religfone 
atpeett. I u  conteau are sufficient ia variety to emit 
all classes of miads that are attracted to S p ir ita s lh a , 
and it endeavor* to supply all that caa interest an 
investigator into the deeply important subject o f

M A N 'S  I M M O R T A L  E X I S T E N C E .

T h e topics treated may be thus damified 

S c ie n t ific  I n e e s t i g a t io n s ,  tending to
the knowledge o f the nature o f the hui
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the spirit 
istence.
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R e l i g i o n s  a n d  M o r a l  T e a c h in g s  commu
nicated by Spirits, Exhortations to act for Eternity 
rather than for Tim e, to be guided by principle 
rather thaa expediency ; in general, tending to give 
higher aspirations for our guidance ia Ufa.

R e p o r t s  s f  P r o g r e s s  from all parts o f the 
world, by correspondence, exchangee, and reportonai
facilities

H is t o r i c a l  S k e t c h e s ,  illustrating the univer
sality o f inspiration from the Spirit World.

E d i t o r i a l :  Opinions; Extracts from Periodicals 
Reviews o f Books; L iterary Announce men tv

T h e  Scie n tis t  win be a  medium o f  instruction 
to Investigates*. Q a set ions and objections will he 
freely answered. It invites the co-operation o f lover* 
o f Spiritual program, and aohciu their patronage and 
support.
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